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Students roll out of bed
for a parade to kick off
Homecomings

Gilmore loses appeal
Virginia Gov. Jim Gilmore has lost an appeal In
a euthanasia case.
Mlchele Finn, whose husband Hugh was
Injured In a March 1995 car crash, had won an
earlier court light to pull the feeding tube that has
kept her comatose husband alive for more than
three years.
Gllmore's appeal was rejected by the state
Supreme Court Friday. Gilmore, a former prosecutor, said he made the appeal on the basis of his
responsibility to protect Virginia citizens. Doctors
say Hugh Finn is expected to die within two weeks.

School shooter goes to trial
15-year old Michael Carneal, the alleged shooter In last December's schoolyard killings in
Paducah, Ky, Is now on trial.
Prosecutors have charged Carneal with three
counts of murder and five counts of attempted
murder, after three classmates died and five were
injured in the shootings.
Defense attorneys plan to seek an Insanity
plea. A conviction on the murder charges
could leave Carneal ineligible for parole for 25
years, while the insanity plea could give him
parole in 12.

Clinton seeks farm aid
In his Saturday radio address. President
Clinton called for a giant program to aid American
fanners hard-hit by summer drought He blasted
a GOP measure to spend $4.2 billion on farm aid.
Clinton is demanding a massive $7.5 billion dollar
"emergency" package.
Clinton is also pushing Congress to spend
another $18 billion on a bailout of the
International Monetary Fund, claiming that aid to
foreign economies will also help U.S. farmers.
The GOP measure passed Congress on Friday.

CHAMPION SMILES -The Lady Flames basketballers don their best smiles for the crowd watching the Liberty Horn
' BY TlM FARRANT

.'

ChampioniR&porter

Gene Autry dead at 91
Hollywood's first "singing cowboy," Gene
Autry, has passed away at his California
home, a t the age of 91. Autry succumbed to a
long illness Friday.
Autry, who was also the first owner of baseball's
Anaheim Angels, is famous for many of his songs,
most notably "Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer."
Autry was the favorite Western star in the
movies from 1937-1943. From 1940-1942, his
movies were in the top 10 of all films produced.
Autry's remaining shares in the Angels will be
taken over by Walt Disney Corporation.

U.S. unemployment up
The national unemployment rate climbed to 4.6
percent In September. The moderate increase
belled the weak Job market, which produced only
25 percent of the new Jobs in September that it
had in August.
After more than 300,000 Jobs were created
in August, September saw only 69,000 new
positions open.
The 4.6 percent rate is the highest In 6
months, perhaps reflecting the financial
swings in Asia.

Gulf oil slick threatens U.S.
A broken pipeline spilled 155,000 gallons of oil
Into the Gulf of Mexico, threatening sea life and
hovering Just offshore.
Officials are attempting to contain the 25-mile
slick, about 30 miles southwest of the Mississippi
River delta.
The pipeline closed automatically following the
break. There are some reports of oil reaching the
Louisiana coast. The state Department of
Environmental Quality is concerned for the health
of wildlife if the slick comes ashore.
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Tuesday:

Wednesday:

Cloudy/showers
High: 66 Low: 58

Mostly cloudy.
High: 67 . Low:
55

Thursday:

Friday:

Cloudy/showers
High: 66 Low: 55

Cloudy/showers.
High: 67 Low: 54

i.-Wg, past Saturday morni
ing at i o a. n|. cjospens of
prepare for Student Life's
second a n n u a l Home?
coming Day parade.
Homemade sighs, crepe paper,
spraypaint and balloons coated;;
borrowed pickup trucks and con*
yertibles, attracting attention froml
both LU a n d Lynchburg residents.
Since its induction l a s t year,
the parade h a s gained in, popuT
larity ana* participation!
' Several LU sports t e a m s , clubs
arid dorms mustered their ereK
Thomas Laying
Native rfrJAUties for the day. They
were joined by entries from peo- LIBERTY WAY?— Ryan Young catches a few winks during the parade
ple and organizations within the down University Boulevard over Homecoming weekend
Lyrichbiirg community.
'.;'
• One; such entry was 'the 5th float symbolizing Noahs ark with
, 'They had a great time." said their
grade; c l a s s
of
L y n c h b u r g the children dressed up as vari
teacher. Diane Miller. "Were venGhrtstiiah Academy who entered a ous animals.
thankful tivit the college does this."

ig parade- lag^pSp

Some or the LU spot*fJ
gfet': involved • Wete the'^li
•;gpl^; t/S0p.,, glrrs:,;bas|fe|;,t;
bpd^|p
(jAl;tbatl-"tfiam,
the soccer team, whp i
Ron Myers of LU's ho.
said. 1 think that this Is.
parade); promotes; school' &0M^WfM_
gives people a chance to see some
of the school*s athletes and clubs."
There were several dorms that
got involved in the morning's fesuviUes. Including Dorms 3, 8. 7.
27-2, 9. 18-2. 28-3. 16, 15. 27-3,
19-1 and Dorm II which had an
fntirc
Horm room
r o o m set
«w»t up
tin on
ran' the
tins*
entire
dorm
back of a trailer complete with
desk,*i "*~
* '"-^
^bunkbeds,
^^^^

Wm

lounge chairs.
Several members •
(ration came out to
year's parade. The <Jft£«Hft
,
be motorcycles with Dr. John M.
Borek on a motorcycle d r e s s e d
Please see PARADE, on Page 2
lillrfMlliuSlI f.l I . 'I' . .'n . i"l
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SGA chooses officers for new year
BY

J E N N I F E R PILLATH

Editor in Chief
The Student Government AssoclaUon
(SGA) moved one step closer toward
commencing Senate action last
week. On Thursday, Oct. 1, class
officers.for the 1998-99 school year
were elected by the now complete
Senate body.
After hearing five-minute presentations by the candidates, the
Senate body voted for president
and vice-president within each
class. For each race, the numbers
came out rather close.
Joey Barney will be handling the
affairs of the senior class In the role
of president after a win of three
votes over his competitor, Travis
Griffin. Barney has previously held

the position, and Is looking forwared
to greater communication with his
class members.
Laurie Battle, the new senior class
vice president, echoed his desires
during her presentation.
Battle claimed a past platform creatlo for the year. After running for the
office of SGA president In the spring
of 1998, Battle had already created
goals and objectives for SGA. She has
now molded that platform to fit the
office of senior-class vice president.
Under her leadership, the senior
class can look forward to greater
communication and better safety
awareness on campus
"Rather than sitting back passively,
I've chosen to get Involved," Battle
cried In her pre-election speech.
The Junior class will be represented by Chls Stewart. Stewart will be

grabbing the reins of Junior class
president after much experience In
both his state government and
Liberty's SGA.
Stewart encouraged Senate members to elect "someone with a vision ...
who has the ambition to serve."
He will be accompanied by Beth
McDonald a s the junior class vice
p r e s i d e n t . Both Stewart and
McDonald r a n u n o p p o s e d for
their positions.
The sophomore class will be In
the hands of Lathena Nuckols for
the 1998-99 year. Despite the fact
that her opponent did not attend
the election proceedings, Nuckols
barely received a majority vote,
winning with two points over her
opponent, Josh Bolln.
The vice presidential seat in the
sophomore class will be filled by

Garet Robinson. Besides SGA,
Robinson had currently been Involved
with College Republicans work.
Robinson expressed a need for
accomplishing the smaller needs of
students such as supplying change
for laundry. Robinson stated that it Is
the small things that count the most.
The freshman class Is currently In
limbo after the election for freshman
president was suspended. Because of
an accident In the family, candidate
Anna McCarthy was unable to attend
the proceedings.
Therefore, the Senate voted to suspend the vote until next week.
McCarthy will be running against
write-in candidate Roy Simmons.
Clark Jones will be filling the posiUon of freshman vice president for the
current year. He ran unopposed in
his elecUon.

"Holy Nation" carries God's love across cultures
BY

J E N N I F E R PAUI.ES

Champion Reporter
There's a new opportunity on campus for those looking for more than
Just a Bible Study to attend. Glenn
Rich, a pastoral studies major, and
Nil-Saki Arthur, a communications
major, are co founders of a new
cross-cultural Bible Fellowship,
called "Holy Nation."
The two met last year on the sec-

ond floor of Dorm 3 1 , where Rich
was the RA, and Arthur was one of
the guys In the dorm. They became
good friends, and God laid It on both
of their hearts to start this fellowship. They got together at David's
Place at the beginning of this semester, on Sept. 12 and began to make
plans for the new group.
Arthur came up with the name
"Holy Nation," which Is taken from
1 Peter 2:9-10, and Rich had a burden for more of a spirit of unity on

campus. The passage that God
laid on his heart was Romans
15:5-7. They were tired of having
different-colored
c h u r c h e s on
Sunday mornings, so they wanted
a place where all different cultures
and denominations could meet.
"We all share one thing and that Is
Jesus Christ," said Arthur. "And
since we are one body in Christ, why
shouldn't we all fellowship together?"
The four major premises that
"Holy Nation" Is built on are build

lng cross cultural relationships,
destroying the walls of prejudice
and denominations, becoming united In one body in Christ, and
studying In depth the book of Acts
so as to build a church body.
"We focus on Acts because that Is
the foundation of the church," said Rich.
They also want a place where International students can get something out of
It and be able to take It back to their
Please see CULTURES, on Page 4
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Race aids Spanish outreach
"I'm really pleased with the
student support and the faculty support," said Dr. William
The
Liberty
University Grlbbln, Dean of the LU School
S u m m e r Spanish
Institute of Communications. He compet(LUSSI). organized by LU facul- ed in the race along with two
faculty
members.
ty, has sponsored the First other
Annual Mission Madness 5K Gribbin heartily endorsed the
foot race. Saturday morning race and the mission fund that
about 30 people gathered to it supported, saying he wanted
take a tiring five-kilometer run to help raise money for the
mission.
across campus.
Beck noted that this race
The runners started with a lap
around the Mathes-Hopklns was a test, to decide what the
track. The race continued in a pluses and minuses of such an
complete circuit of the campus, event were and to make correcending back at the track and tions for a bigger race next
completing approximately a five year. "I think everything ran
pretty smooth," said Beck,
kilometer stretch.
The goal behind the run is to foreseeing only a few small
raise funds for the LUSSI pro- changes, like pre-registration,
gram, a mission experience to El as one of the few problems
Salvador. Prizes offered were encountered.
First place for the men was
first place trophies to the men's
30-year-old LU
and women's divisions, and T- captured by
student Darrell Wargo, with a
shlrts to all the participants.
"We want to race b u t we don't time of 21 minutes. Wargo said
want a lot of the money to go to the race was a great work-out.
overhead. The point Is mis- A former professional runner,
sions," said LU student Wendy Wargo believes God has given
Beck, who served as one of the him a "gift to run as far and
fast as I do." His belief in
race organizers.
supporting
Dr. David E. Towles, of the whole-heartedly
LU Department of English and missions was his motivation
Modern Languages, coordinat- for competing.
Not only LU students and
ed the fund-raiser.
Each contestant paid an faculty were in competition,
entry fee of $12, totaling b u t also eighth grader Oliver
approximately $360 made from Berry from AltaVista. Hearing
about the race from church
this year's race.
BY SHAUN CHELOREEN

Champion Reporter

Pageant: The Miss Virginia Teen
Att^AnKertcan pageant Is looking
lor contestants for the 1999
pageant, to be held March 20
and 21 a t the Holiday Inn
Central In Richmond, Va.
Applicants must be under 20
years old, never married and a
legal resident of the U.S. To
apply, send photo, name,
address, phone number, date of
birth and a short bio to Dept C,
Miss Virginia Teen AllAmerican, 603 Schrader Ave,
Wheeling, WV. 26003-9619.
Used Book Sale: The American
Association of University Women
presents Its annual used book
sale on Friday, Oct 23 from 8
asm. to 7 p.m. and Saturday,
Oct 24 from 9 a m . to 3 p.m.
The sale will be held at Peakland
United Methodist Church, 4434
Boonsboro Road. Proceeds go to
local scholarships

United Methodist Church and
continues for six miles. Sponsor
forms can be picked up at Tom
Jones
Drug
Stores
In
Lynchburg. For those who can't
participate but would like to
help, send a donation to CWSCROP, c/o Dodle Fauber, 2716
Westhaven Place, Lynchburg,
VA 24601
Accounting meeting: The LU
Accounting Society is holding
its meeting on Oct. 13, at 7
p.m. The meeting, to be held
In DH 116, features speaker
Harman Murray, a local
accountant. Memberships In
the Society are $ 5 and everyone is welcome.
Trio Tour: LU Student Life presents the Trio Tour. Phil Keaggy,
Wes King and Out of the Grey
will be the featured artists in the
Vines Center on Friday, Oct 23.
The concert is free to LU students. Ticket prices for others
are $12 general admission, and
$15 reserved.

Musical Comedy: The LU
Department of Fine Arts presents the Gershwin musical
comedy "Crazy for You."
Performances will be Oct 8,9, Truman Show: Student Life
10, 23 and 24 at 7:30 p.m. in presents J i m Carrey i n "The
Liberty University's Lloyd Truman Show," Friday O c t 9
Auditorium. Tickets for the at 9 p.m and 12:30 a.m. The
evening performances are $5. showings will be held at the
Call the box office for tickets Intramural sports field.
at 582-2085, or tickets may
be purchased at the door. The History
relived:
"History
play is directed by Professor Happens," a unique view of
Linda Nell Coof>er.
Virginia history, Is coming to
Lynchburg's Point of Honor
CROP Walk: Central Virginia's museum on Saturday, O c t 17
CROP Walk "98 will be held on from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Enjoy
Sunday, Oct 11. Registration unique items such a s quilt makbegins a t 1:15 and the walk ing, spinning and weaving,
begins at 2 p.m. The CROP Walk antique dolls, tours of the hiswill raise funds to assist hunger toric Point of Honor mansion
relief agencies worldwide. The and more. Call 847-1459 for
walk begins at Centenary more Information.
Send postings as far in advance as possible to RickBoyer, c/o
the Liberty Champion

File Photo

ON YOUR MARK! — Participants in Saturday's 5K race wait for
the starting gun. The race was planned to raise money for missions
friends, he entered and "finished some place in the middle," said Berry. "Doesn't make
me feel like such a little kid,
feels good," he said after being
asked what it felt like to compete and do so well against college students.
Next year's race is already in
the planning stages. Supported
by the Spanish Club, plans
are in progress to include more
of the Lynchburg community.
Advertising in the local news-

paper and radio stations, as
well as working with the
Lynchburg City Chamber of
Commerce are some of the
avenues that will be used for
greater promotion of next
year's race.
The LUSSI program itself
u n d e r t a k e s a wide field of
evangelism in El Salvador for
five weeks. Six credits toward
Spanish studies can be earned
through participation in the
program as well.

Parade shows Homecoming spirit
Continued

from. Page 1

in an army helmet and jacket,
Dr. Black riding on the back of a
motorcycle In a black leather
Jacket, and Dr. Lovett driving a
motorcycle with sophomore student Aaron Brookshlre dressed
as Elvis riding on the back.
Even some school offices got
involved, with the Spiritual Life
office packing out the longest
float of the day pulled by a tractor trailer. The Commuter office
put together an entry made up of

J.CREW
EMPLOYMENT
CENTER
NOW OPEN
AT THE PLAZA

commuters, with Dean Ed
Gomes wearing a yellow clown
wig with the theme "We live off
campus, we park off campus."
There were also several organizations on campus that made
entries in the parade. These
included MISO, which had a series
of different cars and themes; the
intramural sports department,
several student life entries, C-91,
which broadcasted live from the
event; and YouthQuest, whose

theme was ScareMare.
Kristy Wallace, a Junior at LU,
who helped put the YouthQuest
entry together said, "It is exciting
to have the opportunity to be
involved in starting a tradition."
A couple of local politicians
came and got in on the parade.
Virginia Delegate Preston Bryant
came sporting a borrowed Mazda
Miata convertible and Virginia
Senator Steve Newman participated In the parade as well.

Others in the community also
got involved. Including the LCA
marching band, the Thomas Road
Baptist Church primaries department and the teenagers from
Court Street Baptist Church.
So with the Spirit of the Mountain
marching band leading the way and
Dr. Falwell and his grandchildren
behind them In a green 5.0
Mustang convertible It seems that
this parade tradition will be kept
around for many years to come.

Let's Go
Krogering!
Caffeine Free Ret Pepsi, Mountain Pew,

Piet Pepsi or
Pepsi Cola
24-Pack 12-oz. Cans

Located in the old Murphy's
Building

Iwipoi'llM'umpOi'B.
Tomato

Tomato

Frozen

J"Bri"ng"th(s ^6Ijponl^tTie"X(rrew"ci^rarTce"Stbrel
[
for an additional 10% off
ILevel Code: LU

Located at the Plaza -Lower

Kroger
Pot Pies

Serve *n Save
Umchmeafs

Campbell's
Tomato Soup

7-oz.

1-lb. pkg.

1075-oz.

Raeford Smoked Turkey breast
or Russer Va. Brand Ham or

Tablets, Gel Oaplets or
Liqui-gels

100-oz Liquid or

Canadian
Maple Ham

Advil
Caplets

Surf Powder
Petergertf

Pound

40-50-ct.

33-42-load

EXPIRES 10/31/98

ORDER CONSULTANTS
DAY AND NIGHT SHIFTS AVAILABLE
We are looking for associates who
- have a pleasant telephone voice
- can type 20 wpm
can work at least 25 hours a week

We Offer
paid training
weekly pay
40% discount on J.Crew merchandise
J. CREW EMPLOYMENT CENTER
THE PLAZA
MEMORIAL AVENUE

847-5851

*<099

3
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7
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3
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Items & Prices Good Through October 10,1998 in

$

A

SAT Lynchburg. Copyright 1998 Kroger Mid-Atlantic. We MUSI
1 0 reserve the right to limit quantities. None sold to
dealers.
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LUPD issues three-year
campus crime report
Campus Crime Statistics for 1996,1997 and 1998
10

None reported
Homicide
Rape

For those year when
no crimes are listed,
none were reported

Other sex offenses
(Non-foretble)
Robbery
Aggravated

assault

Hate Crimes

Vehicle theft

Burglary

* Occurred ojf-campus

* Other sex Drug law Uquor law Weapons!
oftenses
violations violations violations]
(Forcible)

These statistics (through Sept. 1, 1998) are released as required
by state law, by the Liberty University Police Department

Labs offer J
new Internet!
gaming t i m e !

*4?

;•:-•
'••I

me By The Lake
Great Steaks • Seafood & Gourmet Salad Bar
Dinner • Weddings • Reception • Parties

BY BILL MEYER

Champion Reporter

Open Daily lor lunch & dinner

Eanne #
993-2475

RESTAURANT
10 minutes from Lynchburg on US 460 East

offiolidap &60US6
(October
special
1 dozen red roses wrapped in paper $ 1 2 . 9 5
**Cash and Carry**

\ gy game o t ga\acUc e<»t*Vll«4
between three different species o n

DeMoss Hall ext. 4690

SCAREMARE
THURSDrW,OCT06€R 8TH

RAG$ TO RICHES
"We're Just About Every Store In Town"
A Consignment Shop Specializing
in Name Brands and Housewares
Express Levi's Gap Limited Express

8:00PM, DH 160-161
GOME SIGN UP TO WORK IN THE
GREATEST ROOMS EVER

5 0 - 7 0 % Off Retail Prices
Hours: Mon-Fri. 11-5, Sat. 10-4
2126B Lakeside Dr. Lynchburg, VA 24501
Just take 29 to 501 North, Turn Right onto Lakeside
Dr. store Located on Left accross from Hyundai
,385-4722

Sponsored By YouthQuest Ministries
R6TW0RK GQminG
PLOY RBPTST BPCH OTHB=l P THE LOB
OriLY $ 2 PER HOUR
I.T.R.C. (SH100)
Frl-Sat night 6:oopm -12:00am

the edge of space."
"You have teams or armies,
and you battle against othei
teams or armies," Mathes
explained. "You could have Uiree
players and you could play
another team that is all in the
same army."
This ITRC offering isn't very
wefl-known yet, but students who
have played it are hoping that the
game is played more heavily in the
near future.
"It's definitely fun if you like
strategy games. I encourage everyone to check it out," Randy
Wenger, a sophpmore from South
Carolina, said.
Because the computer labs
aren't utilized very heavily on
Friday and Saturday nights, the
decision was made to offer recreational Internet gaming during
those times.
"Since there's little demand for
the facility academically during
those periods of time, we're trying to make it available for
entertainment," said Maurice
Zaffke, the director of academic
information technology.
"If the students want recreation, and that's what the
demand is for at that period of
time, we'll give it."
Not all the gaming is free. There
Is a minimal cost ($2 per hour) to I
play "Star Craft." This money goes ,
to offset the licensing fees t h | t
Liberty has to pay In order to offer
the game. If there are any surplus
revenues, they go into the rTFJC
budget, which goes toward purchasing more equipment
"

Light Medical Inc.
Light Medical, Inc. would like to
express their sincere thanks for
granting us the opportunity to
meet your medical needs.
Scott B. Adams, M.D.
Gregg R. Albers, M.D.
Ruth Brooks, F.N.P.
Richard A. Lane, M.D.
Located on campus

x2514

' J

I

The
Liberty
Informatiqrj
Technology Resource Center isj
Offering an Internet game for usag| I
on Friday and Saturday nights] i
The game, called "Star Craft"-can,
be accessed between 6 and l-sj
p.m. in Science Hall 138.
"We have some of the fastest
computers in there and some of
I the best monitors as far as graph;
1 les goes," Aaron Mathes, 1TRC\
I operations coordinator, said.
1 Blizzard, the "Star Craft" creators
I describes It as "a real-time stratei
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Former Liberty University professors
highlight 1998's alumni banquet

Fellowship
spreads Christ
across cultures
Continued from Page 1
country. According to Rich,
"We want to grow as one body
In Christ."
Theirfirstmeeting was held on
Sept 19 at 3:30 p.m. In DH 119.
The meetings usually last an
hour and a half, with a half hour
of praise and worship, 5-10 minutes of testimony, 10 minutes of
prayer, 10 minutes studying
Acts and the rest in fellowship
with each other.
The two are not concerned with
the number of people who show
up or how long It lasts. "We want
God to have control of the meetings," said Arthur.
They have the support of
Melanie Pearl of the Minority
and International Student office,
and follow the guidelines set by
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
Their regular location will be
DeMoss Hall 119, but for the
next month and a half they will
meet in the Prayer Chapel. Their
official kick-off meeting will be
held Oct 10 in the Prayer
Chapel at 3:30 p.m.
By that time they hope to have
more announcements and Information about the fellowship
spread through campus. There
will also be a special meeting on
Oct 31 In which Pearl will speak
and the group Rapture will provide the music They plan to
hold that meeting in DH 119.
Their future plans Include
creating a witnessing and
drama team and a praise
band. They would like the
band to travel to different
churches, white, black and
Asian, to share the gospel
through music.
"Our main goal, though, is to
plant the seed and disciple,"
said Rich and Arthur.
For more information write to;
RT 1 Box 686 Rustburg, VA
24588, or can toll-free 1-888FAITH-A1 (1-888-324-8421).

BY CHRIS EDWARDS

Champion Reporter
From Treasure Island to the
21st Century Vision. Liberty
University celebrated its past
and future as a record crowd
gathered for the alumni banquet
during Homecoming weekend.
An estimated crowd of 1,400
alumni, guests and friends of
Liberty attended the three-hour
program, held in the packed-out
Earl Schilling Multi-Purpose
Building Friday, Oct. 2.
The evening's speakers, former
staff members Dr. Sumner Wemp
and Dr. Ed Dobson, reflected on
the past with stories about the
growth of the University during
the early 1980s.
Wemp received a warm round of
applause as he began his talk with
his trademark "Well, glory." Wemp
reminded alumni, "whatever you
are doing, wherever you are going,
let's tell people about Jesus."

Dobson, a former vice-president
for student affairs, encouraged
alumni to continue to support the
University because of its underlying spiritual atmosphere.
The focus of the speeches shifted to the future as LU Chancellor
Dr. Jerry Falwell shared his 21st
Century Vision with the group.
Stating that "the best is yet to
come," Falwell explained that the
plan seeks to have 25,000 students on campus in 25 years.
The more Immediate goal is
10,000 on campus by 2005. The
chancellor also stressed that
Liberty was working hard to
maintain its distinctives during
the growth process.
President John M. Borek Jr.
also shared a campus update
with the group, and together he
and Falwell presented the Eagle
Awards for outstanding alumni
achievement.
The recipients included 1977
graduate Greg Odell, 1976 grad

Tom Coble, 1989 grad Dr. Carlos
Chiriboga, 1994 grad Heather
Martin and Austin DeLoach of
the class of '95.
The atmosphere was light and
energetic as alumni prepared to
eat. Many also wandered to view
the walls full of pictures from
Liberty's past. There were two
displays, one featuring Liberty
President Emeritus and Chaplain
Dr. A. Pierre Guillermln and
Falwell through the years and a
24 by 8-foot picture wall covered
with images of the University's
past and present.
In addition to a look Into the
University's past and future,
alumni also had a great time in
the present. After a tent reception that spilled onto the street
in front of the building, the
alumni were treated to a chicken cordon bleu dinner, provided
free of charge thanks to a gift
from an anonymous friend of
the University.

Ted Neumann

WITH GRATITUDE — Chancellor Falwell and President
Borek present Eagle awards to (I to r) Greg Odell, Austin
DeLoach and Tom Coble. Also receiving awards were Dr.
Carlos Chiriboga and Heather Martin (not pictured).

LU debate team opens season with a win
visit to the King's Tournament in
Pennsylvania. Liberty walked
away the undisputed winner in
the novice division and placed
near the top in varsity and
Junior varsity.
"It was a great tournament.
We received 80 NDT (National
Debate Tournament) points.
That was the highest of anyone there," said Debate Coach
Bill Lawrence, who was the top
varsity speaker at the tournament last year.
Liberty's Steven Carter and
Rebekah Meador won first
place in the novice division.
They won on a Clinton
impeachment scenario written
by Lawrence.
Julie Sorge and David
Cooper advanced to the quar-

Victory in King's
Tourney kicks off
new year
B Y TRISH HAMPTON

Champion Reporter
The
Liberty
University
debate team has started what
seems to be the beginning of
another incredible year. That
is no surprise to anyone,
though. Liberty debate has
won the American Debate
Association's national championship title for each of the
past four years.
Last weekend the team paid a

terfinals. Angela Tatum and and Casey Gordan advanced
Brittany Ekard advanced to to the quarters.
the octofinals. Sarah Keene
A bright point in the Junior
and Erik Westa also advanced varsity division came when
to the octos, as did the varsity Shanna Twigg was named as the
team of Michael Tillie and top speaker in the division. "I
Hannah Vick.
was reallv surprised," said
The other novice teams, who Twigg. After Twigg, Frazier
did not advance, had valuable received the second place speaklearning experiences that will er award. Nick Yingst received
prepare them for future tour- the fourth place speaker award
naments. Erik Westa had the and Woodard received the sixth
only speaker award for Liberty place award.
in the novice division. He
The debaters are looking forplaced as the eighth speaker ward to the challenges of the
in his division.
season. Not Just the chalThe Junior varsity had a lenges in the round, but out
good tournament, as well. The side of the round, too.
highest placing JV team was
"We are realty excited about the
Elisabeth
Thompson
and upcoming year and being able to
Jarod Woodard, who advanced witness to the other teams," said
to the semifinals. Leah Frazier JV debater Tony Tillie.
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What's Yours?
Your opinion counts and we want to know it.

Topic:
Many waited hours in bad weather to see the works
of Vincent van Gogh on exhibit at the National
Gallery of Art in Washington D.C.
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What exhibit would you wait hours in bad weather
for?

As the supreme court goes back in session one
major case deals with whether a police officer can
break up groups of people if he or she believes one
of them is a gang member.

Question:
What's your opinion?
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Send your comments to the Champion through intracampus mail, drop a note by DH 110 or e-mail us at
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SGA bonfire lights up Homecoming sky l
B Y C R E I O RAIKES

Champion Reporter
Bright flames and sweltering
heat rose from the David's
Place parking lot last Friday
night. The bonfire was the
Student Government Association's
contribution to the homecoming celebrations taking place
last weekend.
The bonfire rose u p Into the
cool night air, consuming the
wooden pallet and newspapers
used to fuel the fire.
A crowd of about 400 students gathered around to keep
warm from cool night temperatures while they attended the
10-mlnute bonfire.
The Liberty marching band
played some music to get the
students ready for the homecoming activities taking place

Saturday. The women's basketball team did a routine to the
music of Aretha Franklin's
song "Respect," and the captains of the football and soccer
teams used the bonfire as an
opportunity to promote the
games over the weekend.
The S t u d e n t Government
Association (SGA) was pleased
with the attendance a t this
year's bonfire. "Attendance was
much better than we expected," said SGA President Alfred
Thompson. "It was the first
time In a long time that the
SGA sponsored an event for
Homecoming weekend."
The SGA used the blaze as an
opportunity to promote school
spirit and was appreciative of the
reaction from the student body.
Students who attended the
event enjoyed refreshments

provided by the SGA, including
soft drinks and cookies.
Overall, the student reaction
to the fire appeared positive. "I
think It's good (to have a bonfire)," said Mark Daly, a freshman planning to major In
social science. "It really promotes school spirit."
The only complaint from the
s t u d e n t s who attended the
bonfire was that the speakers
couldn't be heard easily over
the crowd noise.
"I t h o u g h t it was a little
unorganized b u t it was a good
idea," said Theresa Catallno, a
senior majoring in elementary
education.
The pallets and newspapers
for the bonfire were provided
by several local companies
including Staples, Office Max
and the News and Advance.

Day on campus
B Y CHRtsTAi, THOMPSON

Champion Reporter

Ted Neumann

PILLAR OF FIRE —About 400 students enjoyed a
Homecoming bonfire Saturday, courtesy of the SGA

College Republicans welcome Lieutenant Governor
candidate Katzen to Liberty University campus
B Y R I C K BOYER

News Editor
Thursday night's College
Republican meeting featured a
statewide GOP figure as the
main attraction.
Former lieutenant governor
candidate Jay Katzen, a state
legislator from
Warrenton,
addressed the group for about
an hour, and then fielded questions from about 30 LU students and faculty.
Katzen, who ran for the position in 1997, only to drop out
before the GOP selected its
candidate, Is thought to be
seeking the spot a second time
In the 2001 election. Katzen's
erstwhile opponent, John Hager,
went on to win the nomlnaUon,
and is now Virginia's secondhighest official.
Katzen paid tribute to Liberty
and Its students in his introduction. "The reason I'm here is
that I respect this great Institution you're attending," he told

the students, adding that he is
grateful for his personal friendship with LU Chancellor Dr.
Jerry Falwell.
He
echoed
a
familiar
Republican theme of recent
days, criticizing President Bill
Clinton a n d urging him to
resign. "None of us can go
through a day without being
concerned about the state of
the presidency," he remarked.
He lamented "having to tell
our kids, 'Don't watch TV, kids,
It's the president.' There's
nothing for the president to do
but resign," he said.
Katzen noted the accomplishments of Virginia Republicans,
who split power in both houses
of the state legislature. It's the
first time ever that Republicans
have enjoyed
parity
with
Democrats In Virginia.
He stressed education Issues in
particular, as he spoke to the students. "I p u t u p the first school
choice bill in Virginia five years
ago," he said, adding t h a t ele-

mentary education Is not the tlce, and we now have parental
only area Republicans focus notification."
on. "We also are pointing
His main theme, though, was
toward lean and mean univer- not a single issue at all. He
sities where your p a r e n t s ' encouraged the students to make
tuition Is well ^ H ^ B B ^ ( ••••MBMBMMBi their voices heard.
spent," he told
He said political
"If everybody does
the students.
decisions
are
made
by
a
Another
love me, I'm doing
small minority
issue Katzen
of people who
highlighted was something wrong. I'd
the abolition of
rather have respect care enough to
take an active
parole that the
than universal
role in public
GOP pushed
political life.
accolades."
through recently.
Before the
"As the great
- Delegate Jay Katzen A m e r i c a n
reform, he said,
rapists
were
L.G. hopeful p h i l o s o p h e r
spending 3.5
Woody
Allen
years In prison,
once put It,
and first-time murderers less than 'Decisions are made by the peo10 In Virginia. Now criminals ple who show up,'" Katzen said.
serve out their entire sentences.
He told the students not to be
Katzen mentioned several concerned with public opinion
other topics a s well. "We put an polls, but to do what Is right
end to welfare, and people said regardless. "Don't be ashamed to
t h a t couldn't be done," he stand up for what you believe.
noted. "We have banned partial There are people In public life
birth abortion, a barbaric prac- who haven't had a principle
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LU Bookstore
holds Student
Appreciation

since high school." he quipped.
"Our principles and our faith are
never up for re-electiort."
Katzen said his campaign,
and, if elected, his term in
office, would be one of principle. He noted that he has taken
controversial stands, such as
his introduction of the school
choice bill in 1993.
"I've been on the short end of
a lot of 99-1 votes" in the 100member House, he said. "I
don't-mind that a bit."
Katzen closed with a response
to one student's question about
his response to public opinion.
"If everybody does love me, I'm
doing something wrong," he stated. "I'd much rather have respect
than universal accolades."
The crowd gave Katzen a firm
round of applause as he closed,
and many students stayed after
the meeting to ask further questions. Following the speech, the
CRs also officially elected their
new vice-chairman, Velvet Hall,
on a unanimous voice vote.

To kick off Homecoming
weekend,
the
Liberty
University Bookstore held Its
First
Annual
Student
Appreciation Day on Oct 1.
Red, white and blue balloons were hanging throughout the store and were given
out to students upon their
departure from the store.
The staff offered a; variety
of snacks to student shoppers as they browsed.
Students were able to munch
on cookies, chips, cake and
popcorn and they quenched
their thirst with a variety of
soft drinks.
Student Appreciation Day
showered the students with
other surprises as weli A ten
percent discount was given on
many of the bookstore items.
Drawings
were
held
throughout the day. Prizes
ranged from polo shirts and
textbook scholarships for
next semester to a Trek
mountain bike.
The university's radio station WWMC-91, broadcasted
the event live. This year was
the first' time that an event
such as this has taken place.
Students were pleased with
the benefits the appreciation
day afforded them. "I wasn't
able to get into the bookstore,
because it was so crowded,
but I do believe that it was a
nice occurrence," senior
Katie Banks commented.
The LU Bookstore has
future plans to continue hosting activities such as this one.
University Bookstore Manager
Dennis Ratliff and his sta
are working on plans to hold a
similar Faculty Appreciation
I Day this corning December.
I "I want to have studentl focused events throughout
I the school year; It lets stuj dents know t h a t they are
I appreciated," Batl
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Former Liberty University professors
highlight 1998's alumni banquet

Fellowship
spreads Christ
across cultures
Continued

from Page 1

country. According to Rich,
"We want to grow as one body
In Christ"
Their first meeting was held on
Sept 19 at 3:30 p.m. In DH 119.
The meetings usually last an
hour and a half, with a half hour
of praise and worship, 5-10 minutes of testimony, 10 minutes of
prayer, 10 minutes studying
Acts and the rest In fellowship
with each other.
The two are not concerned with
the number of people who show
up or how long it lasts. "We want
God to have control of the meetings," said Arthur.
They have the support of
Melanie Pearl of the Minority
and International Student office,
and follow the guidelines set by
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
Their regular location will be
DeMoss Hall 119, but for the
next month and a half they will
meet in the Prayer Chapel. Thelr
official kick-off meeting will be
held Oct. 10 in the Prayer
Chapel at 3:30 p.m.
By that time they hope to have
more announcements and information about the fellowship
spread through campus. There
will also be a special meeting on
Oct 31 in which Pearl will speak
and the group Rapture will provide the music They plan to
hold that meeting in DH 119.
Their future plans include
creating a witnessing a n d
drama team a n d a praise
band. They would like the
band to travel to different I
churches, white, black a n d
Asian, to s h a r e the gospel
through music.
"Our main goal, though, is to
plant the seed and disctole,"
said Rich and Arthur.
For more Information write to:
RT 1 Box 686 Rustburg, VA
24588, or call toll-free 1-888FA1TH-A1 (1-888-324-8421).

BY C U I U S EDWARDS

Champion Reporter
From Treasure Island to the
21st Century Vision. Liberty
University celebrated Its past
and future as a record crowd
gathered for the alumni banquet
during Homecoming weekend.
An estimated crowd of 1,400
alumni, guests and friends of
Liberty attended the three-hour
program, held in the packed-out
Earl Schilling Multl-Purpose
Building Friday, Oct. 2.
The evening's speakers, former
staff members Dr. Sumner Wemp
and Dr. Ed Dobson, reflected on
the past with stories about the
growth of t h e University during
the early 1980s.
Wemp received a warm round of
applause as he began his talk with
his trademark "Well, glory." Wemp
reminded alumni, "whatever you
are doing, wherever you are going,
let's tell people about Jesus."

Dobson, a former vice-president
for student affairs, encouraged
alumni to continue to support the
University because of Its underlying spiritual atmosphere.
The focus of the speeches shifted to the future a s LU Chancellor
Dr. Jerry Falwell shared his 21 st
Century Vision with the group.
Stating that "the best is yet to
come," Falwell explained that the
plan seeks to have 25,000 students on campus In 25 years.
The more Immediate goal Is
10,000 on campus by 2005. The
chancellor also stressed t h a t
Liberty was working hard to
maintain its distlnctives during
the growth process.
President John M. Borek Jr.
also shared a campus update
with the group, and together he
and Falwell presented the Eagle
Awards for outstanding alumni
achievement.
The recipients included 1977
graduate Greg Odell, 1976 grad

Tom Coble, 1989 grad Dr. Carlos
Chirlboga, 1994 grad Heather
Martin and Austin DeLoach of
the class of '95.
The atmosphere was light and
energetic as alumni prepared to
eat. Many also wandered to view
the walls full of pictures from
Liberty's past. There were two
displays, one featuring Liberty
President Emeritus and Chaplain
Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin and
Falwell through the years and a
24 by 8-foot picture wall covered
with Images of the University's
past and present.
In addition to a look Into the
University's p a s t a n d future,
alumni also had a great time In
the present. After a tent reception t h a t spilled onto the street
in front of the building, the
alumni were treated to a chicken cordon bleu dinner, provided
free of charge t h a n k s to a gift
from an anonymous friend of
the University.

WITH GRATITUDE — Chancellor Falwell and President
Borek present Eagle awards to (I to r) Greg Odell, Austin
DeLoach and Tom Coble. Also receiving awards were Dr.
Carlos Chiriboga and Heather Martin (not pictured).

LU debate team opens season with a win
visit to the King's Tournament in
Pennsylvania. Liberty walked
away the undisputed winner In
the novice division and placed
near the top in varsity and
Junior varsity.
"It was a great tournament.
We received 80 NDT (National
Debate Tournament) points.
That was the highest of anyone there," said Debate Coach
Bill Lawrence, who was the top
varsity speaker a t the tournament last year.
Liberty's Steven Carter and
Rebekah Meador won first
place in the novice division.
They won on a Clinton
impeachment scenario written
by Lawrence.
J u l i e Sorge a n d David
Cooper advanced to the quar-

Victory In King's
Tourney kicks off
new year
BY TRISH HAMPTON

Champion Reporter
The
Liberty
University
debate team h a s started w h a t
seems to be the beginning of
another incredible year. That
is no s u r p r i s e to anyone,
t h o u g h . Liberty d e b a t e h a s
won the American Debate
Association's national championship title for each of t h e
p a s t four years.
Last weekend the team paid a
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PLAY any game of your

terfinals. Angela Tatum and and Casey Gordan advanced
Brittany Ekard advanced to to the quarters.
the octofinals. S a r a h Keene
A bright point In the Junior
and Erik Westa also advanced varsity division came when
to the octos, a s did the varsity Shanna Twigg was named as the
team of Michael Tillie a n d top speaker In the division. "I
Hannah Vick.
was really surprised," said
The other novice teams, who Twigg. After Twigg, Frazier
did not advance, had valuable received the second place speaklearning experiences t h a t will er award. Nick Yingst received
prepare them for future tour- the fourth place speaker award
naments. Erik Westa had the and Woodard received the sixth
only speaker award for Liberty place award.
in the novice division. He
The debaters a r e looking forplaced a s the eighth speaker ward to the challenges of the
in his division.
season. Not J u s t the chalThe Junior varsity h a d a lenges in the round, b u t o u t
good tournament, as well. The side of the round, too.
highest placing JV team was
"We are really excited about the
Elisabeth
Thompson
a n d upcoming year and being able to
J a r o d Woodard, who advanced witness to the other teams," said
to the semifinals. Leah Frazier JV debater Tony Tillie.
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What's Yours?
Your opinion counts and we want to know it.

Topic:
Many waited hours in bad weather to see the works
of Vincent van Gogh on exhibit at the National
Gallery of Art in Washington D.C.
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Question:
What exhibit would you wait hours in bad weather
for?

Topic:
As the supreme court goes back in session one
major case deals with whether a police officer can
break up groups of people if he or she believes one
of them is a gang member.

Question:
What's your opinion?
Send your comments to the Champion through intracainpus mail, drop a note by DH 110 or e-mail us at
champion@liberty.edu -Be sure to include your name.
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SGA bonfire lights up Homecoming sky
B Y CREIO RAIKES

Champion Reporter
Bright flames and sweltering
heat rose from the David's
Place parking lot last Friday
night. The bonfire was the
Student Government Association's
contribution to the homecoming celebrations taking place
last weekend.
The bonfire rose up into the
cool night air, consuming the
wooden pallet and newspapers
used to fuel the fire.
A crowd of about 400 students gathered around to keep
warm from cool night temperatures while they attended the
10-minute bonfire.
The Liberty marching band
played some music to get the
students ready for the homecoming activities taking place

Saturday. The women's basketball team did a routine to the
music of Aretha Franklin's
song "Respect," and the captains of the football and soccer
teams used the bonfire as an
opportunity to promote the
games over the weekend.
The Student Government
Association (SGA) was pleased
with the attendance at this
year's bonfire. "Attendance was
much better than we expected," said SGA President Alfred
Thompson. "It was the first
time in a long time that the
SGA sponsored an event for
Homecoming weekend."
The SGA used the blaze as an
opportunity to promote school
spirit and was appreciative of the
reaction from the student body.
Students who attended the
event enjoyed refreshments

provided by the SGA, including
soft drinks and cookies.
Overall, the student reaction
to the fire appeared positive. "I
think it's good (to have a bonfire)," said Mark Daly, a freshman planning to major In
social science. "It really promotes school spirit."
The only complaint from the
students who attended the
bonfire was that the speakers
couldn't be heard easily over
the crowd noise.
"I thought it was a little
unorganized but it was a good
idea," said Theresa Catalino, a
senior majoring In elementary
education.
The pallets and newspapers
for the bonfire were provided
by several local companies
Including Staples, Office Max
and the News and Advance.

BY

Ted Neumann

PILLAR OF FIRE —About 400 students enjoyed a
Homecoming bonfire Saturday, courtesy of the SGA

College Republicans welcome Lieutenant Governor
candidate Katzen to Liberty University campus
B Y RICK BOYER

News Editor
Thursday night's College
Republican meeting featured a
statewide GOP figure as the
main attraction.
Former lieutenant governor
candidate Jay Katzen, a state
legislator from Warrenton,
addressed the group for about
an hour, and then fielded questions from about 30 LU students and faculty.
Katzen, who ran for the position in 1997, only to drop out
before the GOP selected its
candidate, is thought to be
seeking the spot a second time
in the 2001 election. Katzen's
erstwhile opponent, John Hager,
went on to win the nomination,
and Is now Virginia's secondhighest official.
Katzen paid tribute to Liberty
and its students in his Introduction. "The reason I'm here is
that I respect this great institution you're attending," he told

the students, adding that he is
grateful for his personal friendship with LU Chancellor Dr.
Jerry Falwell.
He
echoed
a
familiar
Republican theme of recent
days, criticizing President Bill
Clinton and urging him to
resign. "None of us can go
through a day without being
concerned about the state of
the presidency," he remarked.
He lamented "having to tell
our kids, 'Don't watch TV, kids,
it's the president.' There's
nothing for the president to do
but resign," he said.
Katzen noted the accomplishments of Virginia Republicans,
who split power in both houses
of the state legislature. It's the
first time ever that Republicans
have enjoyed
parity with
Democrats In Virginia.
He stressed education issues in
particular, as he spoke to the students. "I put up the first school
choice bill in Virginia five years
ago," he said, adding that ele-

mentary education is not the tlce, and we now have parental
only area Republicans focus notification."
on. "We also are pointing
His main theme, though, was
toward lean and mean univer- not a single Issue at all. He
sities where your parents' encouraged the students to make
tuition is well ^ m m m — m m ^ a H H B H ^ ^ their voices heard.
spent," he told
He said political
"If everybody does
the students.
decisions
are
made
by
a
Another
love me, I'm doing
small minority
issue Katzen
something wrong. I'd of people who
highlighted was
rather have respect care enough to
the abolition of
take an active
parole that the
than universal
role in public
GOP pushed
political life.
accolades."
through recently.
Before the
"As the great
- Delegate Jay Katzen A m e r i c a n
reform, he said,
rapists
were
L.G. hopeful p h i l o s o p h e r
spending 3.5
Woody
Allen
years In prison,
once put It,
and first-time murderers less than 'Decisions are made by the peo10 In Virginia. Now criminals ple who show up.'" Katzen said.
serve out their entire sentences.
He told the students not to be
Katzen mentioned several concerned with public opinion
other topics as well. "We put an polls, but to do what Is right
end to welfare, and people said regardless. "Don't be ashamed to
that couldn't be done," he stand up for what you believe.
noted. ''We have banned partial There are people In public life
birth abortion, a barbaric prac- who haven't had a principle
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LIT Bookstore
holds Student
Appreciation
Day on campus

since high school." he quipped.
"Our principles and our faith are
never up for re-electiort."
Katzen said his campaign,
and, if elected, his term in
office, would be one of principle. He noted that he has taken
controversial stands, such as
his introduction of the school
choice bill in 1993.
"I've been on the short end of
a lot of 99-1 votes" in the 100member House, he said. "I
don't-mind that a bit."
Katzen closed with a response
to one student's question about
his response to public opinion.
"If everybody does love me. I'm
doing something wrong," he slated. "I'd much rather have respect
than universal accolades."
The crowd gave Katzen a firm
round of applause as he closed,
and many students stayed after
the meeting to ask further questions. Following the speech, the
CRs also officially elected their
new vice-chairman. Velvet Hall,
on a unanimous voice vote.

CBmsTAi, THOMPSON '
Champion Reporter

To kick off Homecoming
weekend,
the
Liberty
University Bookstore held Its
First
Annual
Student
Appreciation Day on 6 c t 1,
Red, white arid blue balloons were hanging throughout the store arid were given
out to students upon their
departure from the store.
The staff offered a, variety
of snacks to student shoppers as they browsed.
Students were able to munch
on cookies, chips, cake and
popcorn and they; quenched
their thirst with a variety of
soft drinks.
Student Appreciation Day
showered the students with
other surprises as well A ten;
percent discount was given on
many of the bookstore items.
Drawings
were
ftekf
throughout the day. Prizes
ranged from polo shirts and
textbook scholarships for
n e x t semester to a Trek
moiuntorablke. The university's radio station WWMC-91, broadcasted
the event live, this year was
the first' tone that an event
such as this has taken place;
Students were pleased with
the benefits the appreciation
day afforded them. *I wasn't
able to get Into the bookstore,
because It was so crowded,
but I do believe that it was a
nice occurrence," senior
Katie Banks commented.
The LU Bookstore has
future plans to continue hosting activities such as thts one.
University Bookstore Manager
Dennis Ratliff and his staff
are working on plans to hold a
similar Faculty Appreciation
Day this corning December.
1 "I want to have student1 focused events throughout
I the school year; It lets stul dents know that they are
\ appreciated," Ratliff said.
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Hard hats areforcefields
Some thought that the hard hats were a promotional deal for local companies,
others thought the yellow helmets, worn by fans at the football games, brought
team spirit Only the wise realized that the helmets were protection against the
invasion of the sticky marshmallow throwers.
It wouldn't be so bad if they were just normal mounds of fluff, bouncing futilely off of fans, but lately certain students have begun licking the confections and
launching them into the hair of helpless victims. As if that wasn't enough, these
same individuals have taken to randomly throwing water bottles.,
For those fans who received their protective hats and hammers at the first home
game, these weapons were not so harmful. Unfortunateh/. many guests and fans
<fid not have a chance to grab their armor and they have been hurt most bjr the
violent food fights.
One visiting parent smiled grudgingly as he left the stadium covered in water.
Others are still fighting to wash the sticky marshmallow residue from their hair.
ft is obvious that the competition is taking place on the field, so why do certain
individuals insist on attacking students and their parents? It is time for them to
show some consideration and keep the rnarshmallows dry and destroy their water
.weapons..
Fans should be able to enjoy the exci tement of conquering the opposing team on
the field, rather than worrying about enemy fire from the stands. In other words,
it would be greatly appreciated if these mischievous individuals would call a ceasefire for the mercy of the helpless fans.

Where did MissLiberty go?
S h e didn't hold a torch a n d s h e didn't symbolize freedom to a new .
world, b u t for students at Liberty University. IVHss Liberty was a tradition
in a young university a s part of school spirit a n d pride.
Many s t u d e n t s need something "unique* in which to stake their pride
i n their alma mater. Miss liberty w a s one of those traditions. She w a s
beautiful. She w a s smart. She w a s giving. And s h e w a s a committed
Christian.
No, Miss Liberty did not disappear, b u t s h e was misplaced. She w a s
misplaced until the spring because one of the criteria for the nominees
w a s a. decent GPA. Unfortunately, LlJ's computers were recently replaced
and t h e GVA. statistics have not ah heen reloaded Into the new system, so
Student Life was unable to accurately select all of the eligible contestants.
True, it would have been nice if Miss Liberty would have been intelligent. However, we would have gladly sacrificed IQ for the tradition of hav. ing a Miss Liberty at homecoming time.
After all Abraham Lincoln never went to school; Albert Einstein failed
math and Maya Angelou never finished college. These legends are proof
t h a t one doesn't have to make great grades in order t o be successful.
If every contestant made it to her senior year of college, then s h e m u s t
be fairly intelligent. Moreover, if Miss Liberty is a strong Christian a n d
shows it through her community service, then s h e will be a more than
adequate representative of Liberty University.
Meanwhile, s t u d e n t s will j u s t have to wait until spring to see who will
be crowned the new Miss Liberty. The contestants will b e voted on during
basketball season. This is unfortunate for those eligible seniors who will
graduate in December.
For these reasons, we hope that in the future, s u c h technical dilemmas
won't postpone the traditions that we enjoy.

Quotes of the week...
"... A people without understanding will come to ruin."
— Hosea 4:14
"Yes, the president should resign. He has lied to the American people, time and
time again, and betrayed their trust. He is no longer an effective leader. Since
he admitted guilt, there is no reason to put the American people through an
impeachment He will serve absolutely no purpose in finishing out his term, the
only possible solution is for the president to save some dignity and resign."
—William Jefferson Clinton, 1974,
regarding the infamous Watergate scandal in President Nixon's era.
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Liberty Champion Policies
The Liberty Champion encourages
members of the community to submit
letters to the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words
and must be typed and signed.
Letters appearing in the Liberty
Forum do not necessarily represent
the views of the Champion's editorial
board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials,
bear the endorsement of the author,
solely.
All material submitted becomes
the property of the Liberty Champion.
The Champion reserves the right to
accept, reject or edit any letter
received, according to the Champion
stylebook, taste and the Liberty
University mission statement. The
deadline for letters is 6 p.m.
Wednesday.
Please address letters to "Editor,
Champion" and drop them off in DH
110 or mail to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, 1971 University
Blvd.. Lynchburg, VA 24506.

Just give me
a treestand and
some blaze orange

Pl\UG-Fr3£&/\KEpjCA

In Wisconsin, autumn comes in a
sharp wave of change.
Within one day, our wardrobe
evolves from the thin, floral fabrics of
summer into the heavy wool and flannels of fall. Early mornings are coated
In frost and the garden Is dead and
brown after a summer of growth.
Every forest animal Is in transition,
preparing for the bitter winters which
sometimes hit the Midwest.
And as the rabbit and the whltetall
deer grow a heavier coat of fur for the
winter months, so
the farmers and
65—
h u n t e r s in the
24-5$
AOEO-f <H2-_
area grow
an
EWIRING
extra coat of camouflage clothing
for the upcoming
hunting season.
PRINTED BY PERMISSION OF JUICE AMERICA
In my county,
where the deer
population out- JENNIFER
numbers the peo- PILLATH
ple population by
quite a reasonWhen we were five years old, peanut scleroderma (disease where the immune
able number, hunting is a big ordeal.
butter and jelly was our preferred feast system was earing away at the tissue).
At the age of 12. I began my deer
After going on a carrot juice fast, supfor breakfast, lunch and dinner. In fact,
hunting experience. My dad sent me to
now we have nightmares of those days plemented by vitamins, she was
hunter/safety courses, bought me a
when Mom would force creamed corn restored to complete health because her
20-gauge shotgun and then planted
down our throats and hold a wooden body was cleansed of all the processed
me in a 30-foot treestand on the openspoon in her hand as she watched us toxins. Joanne chose juice, because
ing day of deer season.
she knew that a glass of carrot Juice is
eat every last beet.
For those of you who have never had
worth
more
than
100
raw
carrots.
Now we are grown and have free reign
the opportunity to hunt, opening day
The eye witnesses and even doctors
over our diet. We can have M&Ms with
of gun season needs some explanaMountain Dew for dinner and no one were astounded. If the nutrients from
tion. First of all. our school h a s vacacan say anything. We can dine on New juicing healed her from a fatal disease,
tion for. the entire week, partly
York Chocolate Chip Cherry Ice Cream then it is amazing to think of what juicbecause of the high rate of absenand no one can stop us. We are free, ing do for us who Eire healthy.
teeism and partly because the teachFree, FREE!
Whether it's a headache, a cold or a
ers are j u s t a s anxious to be out in the
Unfortunately, this new found free- bout with bronchitis, juicing could be
northwoods a s the students are.
dom is often accompanied by guilt, the new answer.
People come from hours away, fightfatigue and illness. Mom always said,
It Is ironic, that whenever we go to a
ing for the perfect hunting spot. There
"Eat your fruits and vegetables." But I doctor he prescribes a pill for us. Suhr
are those from Chicago, or flatlanders
always thought that she was trying to be said, "I know drugs have their place on
a s we call them, who have heaters and
mean. Who wouldVe thought that she this earth, but (in prescribing medicawas actually trying to help me?
cushioned chairs and televisions in
tion) right away doctors respond by
their factory-constructed stands. And
The modern grocery store is the haven treating the symptom, not the cause."
then, there are those like me, who
for every junk food junkie. When we walk
Unfortunately, a new review of the
have no option b u t to sit totally
through those sliding glass doors, we see American Journal, the American
exposed to the freezing winds and cold
produce to our right, dairy to our left, Medical Association shows that fatal
snow in the limbs of a white pine tree.
meat in the back, and 24 aisles packed drug reactions may be the fourth leadOn opening day, we leave our warm
with processed products.
ing cause of death in this
homes at about 4 a.m., clothed in
Unfortunately, the age of
"country, right behind heart
technology has gone beyond
many pounds of flannel and blaze
disease, cancer and the
G-3 computers and Info-red
stroke. Who would ever imagorange. Dad taught me how to dress In
windshields on our cars.
ine that the medicine doctors
layers, starting with long underwear
Technology has invaded our
prescribe to heal, may be and ending with a Gortex, insulated
pizza, our potato chips and,
killing more than 100.000 coat.
yes, our cereal boxes.
Americans every year?
And so, by the time I leave the conFat-Free! Healthy Choice!
<• Moreover, when surfines of the house and step into the
Baked not Fried! 32 different SUZANNE
veyors studied the Annals of
frigid air of the November morning, I
light flavors! These ads
Internal Medicine, a medical
can barely move under my five or six
MCDUFFIE
scream out to the naive coljournal, they found out that
layers of insulation.
lege student. We often
"doctors were puzzled by someThe morning Is usually crisp. The
assume that If the calories are lowered thing they saw in two out of three moon hasn't found its bed yet, and the
and the fat take is limited, then we are encounters. An incredible 70 percent of
eastern sky hasn't yet developed a
making Mom proud.
the time, internists never did figure out
pink glow. I take my time walking into
However, if this is true, then why has exactly what was wrong."
the woods; careful not to break the dry
the increase in processed food accompaAmazingly, doctors are prescribing limbs of the brush which could startle
nied the increase in heart failure, cancer, cures to symptoms, when they don't
deer that are in the area.
and various other body deficiencies? We even know what the problem is. They
My treestand sits inside a clump of
are so young that we tend to think, "Oh, are killing Americans off, when they are
cedar brush, and its fallen needles
I will think about that when I'm older."
supposed to be helping them.
cushion my approach to the stand.
Well, older is just a few years away.
That is another reason why students
For the next eight or nine hours, I
People are now getting heart attacks in should stop the problem now before will sit here, with nothing to wait for
their thirties (Flo-Jo). Some of LU's pro- they have to go to a doctor. I know it is
but the steps of a 10-polnt buck. I
fessors are struggling with cancer. And hard when vending machines, dessert
have no worries, nothing to get done,
when numerous friends are plagued lines and fast food chains tempt u s at
nothing to start, no projects to comwith viruses, it brings it all home and every corner, but it's all about supply
plete. I am completely alone.
makes me want to stop the problem and demand.
I hear the wind and the chickadees.
before it starts.
If we start demanding the harvest
I see the shadows move in the clearing
1 know my next two words are dreaded from God's garden, then the food indusbelow me as the hours slip by. I smell
but they are fruits and vegetables. These try will stop serving all this technologithe pine sap that h a s dripped from the
days, we're not supposed to consume cal food and return to the basics.
branch beside me. and 1 feel the cold
them in their original texture, we are supSo the next time we are tempted to
air slowly numb my toes and my finposed to drink them down. It's the latest devour Rocky Road ice cream, we need
gers.
fad that even doctors are turning to.
to think we are eating ingredients like:
This is partly why so many people
Already, Frappachinos, Cappachinos Dithyl Glucol (used as an emulslfler of
flock up North for hunting season. It is
and Lattees are being replaced by veggie eggs, for antifreeze and in paint
an excuse to leave the business of life,
drinks and smoothies. According to removers); Piperonal (used in place of
to boycott responsibility for a little
juicelogy expert, Geoffrey Michel, instead vanilla and to kill lice); and
while. It is a chance to be alone and
of getting a caffeine fix, "the kick will Butyraldehyde (used in nut flavored ice
solve the world's problems.
cream and for rubber cement.) Still
come from bee-pollen" in Juice drinks.
Of course, the bragging rights to a
Joanne Suhr, owner of Juice America, hungry?
trophy buck would be nice, but most
is living proof that juicing works. The
For more info call Juice America at
of u s can live without them. We have
Mayo Clinic doctors told her she had 1 800 287 3433 or check out the web sight one week away from the world, and
three months to live before she died of at URL http://wwwjuiceamerica.com
that is trophy enough.
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"What would you change to make
Java Jam better?"

"Get rid of Matt
Gallagher. He is not
funny."

T h e music was good,
but the emcee needs to
work on his comedy."

"I thought it could've
been more diverse, but I
enjoyed it."

— Polly Hartoon,
Senior

— Ted Neumann,
Freshman

— Donnell Thomas,
Sophomore

"I think Coffee House
needs more diverse
acts and less singing
and string instruments."

"Java Jam had some
good acts, but more of
a variety of acts is
needed."

"I enjoyed the atmosphere of Coffee House,
but I thought they needed different kinds of
acts."

— Jerry Gibson,
Senior

— Heather Howell,
Senior

— Julie Loughrin,
Freshman
— Photos by l imla Jeune
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Homosexual protesters ignored by many.
men of God encouraged the audience to take a
political interest in order to avoid another eight
years of moral decline.
There was a city called Sodom that God
The conference sponsors spent much time,
threatened to destroy. If Abraham could find money and prayer in order to spiritually prepare
not 50. not 45, not 40, not 30, not 20 but 10 these soldiers of Christ. Immediately following
people — 10 people who loved the Lord, then the the seminar, the attendees' newly taught faith
city would be saved. But, 10 righteous people was put to the test. Upon stepping out of the
could not be found, so the city was annihilated. Hilton, the conference goers were confronted by
There is a place called Washington D.C., and a homosexual protest against the Christian
two weeks ago, thousands of Christians were Coalition.
spiritually challenged by the pagans of society
Gay protesters screamed, chanted and held
after a recent Christian Coalition Conference. Of signs accusing Christians of bigotry, racism and
all these alleged children of God, not 1,000, not more. One sign read, "Thank God I am queer."
500, not 100, not even 10 righteous ones stood This open mockery of God should have both
up for the cause of Christ. Now this city must angered and saddened the Christians.
wait for its impending judgement
However, thousands of people streamed out
Recently apprcodmatery 80 LU students were of the conference that had just tested their conprivileged enough to attend the second day of the viction and completely ignored the protesters.
conference held at the Hilton in Washington, D . C Out of all those Christians, only six or seven
Year-2000 presidential candidate hopeful, stopped and took time to spread God's love,
Gary Bauer and his "Campaign for Working stand firm and defend their faith. The fact that
Families" financed the students' trip and regis- out of about 3,500 Christians, only a few
tration. Approximately 3,500 concerned stopped to pray should break the church's
Christians attended the event.
heart.
Christians were encouraged to research and
An older gay man asked one of the prayer
pray for the 2000 elections. Conference guest warriors, "Where are the rest of you
speakers included: Sen. Robert C. Smith, R- Christians?" But, he couldn't find an answer
N.H., Steve Forbes, Dr. Jerry Falwell, Chuck that would justify their cowardice. Men of God
Colson, Charlton Heston and many more. These and women of the faith had just passed up an
B Y JASON COBB

Champion Editorialist

i

awesome chance to stand against the immorality of today's society.
Christians cannot be apathetic, selfish or
desensitized. They must cast off the fear that
binds. The few that stayed were a living testimony that God will stand by and protect those that
defend the faith.
Sure, those who stayed to pray were petrified
by the whole event. Some of them had never
spread the gospel, but they listened to the conviction of the Holy Spirit and refused the temptation to run or avoid the conflict. These
few
courageous Christians would not cheer for men,
such as Gary Bauer, who openly debate the
homosexual community and then leave these
leaders to fight the battle alone. These Christians
didn't listen to this disciple that had debated gay
Rep. Barney Frank of Massachusets, only to flee
when they had a chance to continue the homosexual battle. These few Christians would not
forget the words of Gary Bauer, a man of God
who lives by example.
In a world that is falling apart, one of the saddest sights is a Christian who knows the
answer to society's moral dilemma, but does not
have the courage or the motivation to share the
gospel of Christ.
If God destroyed Sodom because he could not
find 10 righteous people, then it is frightening to
think of what He will do to Washington D.C.
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This Week's Champion Debate
DNA testing saves time and money
B Y JESSICA B R O P H Y

Champion Editorialist
DNA testing and privacy are two heavily debated
topics lately. Specific types of DNA testing, without a
doubt, cross certain laws of privacy and moral righteousness. But this shouldn't justify the total extinction of DNA testing.
A police chief in Maryland stated in a USA Today
article that "What we've done has been misunderstood." When done correctly, he says, such widespread testing is effective, lawful and only minimally
intrusive.
The testing basically consists of: the police
take DNA samples (either blood or sperm) fromdozens of men who are not suspects in a,particular case, mostly criminal cases,.but who. live
or work near the scene of the crime. The largescale testing basically saves time and money, by
quickly eliminating large numbers of potential
suspects.
With all the money, time and effort that goes
into lawsuits and crimes, DNA testing saves
taxpayers money. This means that tax money
can be used for other purposes like education
or recreational facilities.
According to the article, DNA crime testing is
widely accepted in many European countries,
especially England. It has been extremely useful in solving rape and murder cases in both
England and Germany.
In addition, most DNA tests are voluntary. If
all possible suspects would take the tests, this
would quickly eliminate the number of suspects
and leave only a few possibilities.
DNA testing is also important in allowing
Innocent men go free. According to alleged
felon, Joseph O'Dell, DNA tests would exoner' ate him from any wrongdoing. Supporters; of
O'Dell say that these tests would prove beyond
a doubt that he is innocent.

In fact, a web sight created by O'Dell cited two men
in prison were released due to the results of DNA'
tests proving their innocence. Allowing DNA tests for
the sole purpose of letting innocent men go free, is
justice enough for DNA testing continuation.
Christians as one body are given a cultural mandate. They are told to produce God glorifying culture,
one that improves all areas of life, including science
and technology. DNA testing, used to help solve
crimes and to free innocent prisoners, is legitimate,
lawful and righteous, as long as its purpose is to
bring justice to those who deserve it.

Liberty Forum
Graduate student is excluded from
campus life involving intramurals.
Dear Editor:

'

:

1

This letter is in regards to the newly
installed rule that Liberty University graduates are prohibited from participating in
Intramural Athletics. This is an unfair
rule for several reasons:
1) Graduate students are allowed access to
every other service Liberty has to offer
except intramurals.
2) Graduate students pay tuition.
3) A recent intramural tournament has
been cancelled because of a lack of participants.
Many of us attended undergraduate at
LU, and we made many friendships on our
athletic fields. Please allow us to continue
these friendships on the field as well as off
the field.
— Matthew Beeman
First-year graduate

Was reporting on Ferebee's fumble
in the end zone, news or slander?
Dear Editor:
Whether intentional or not, the following statement was very powerful:
"Liberty's Quarterback Christian Newsome
found Glenwood Ferebee on a slant pat-

tern headed for the end zone. J u s t as
Ferebee was about to score, the unthinkable happened.
At the one-yard line,
Ferebee apparently started to raise his
hands in a premature celebration without
a USF defender in sight."
After reading this, I felt like this article
was insulting Ferebee. This is an example
of a mistake made by a person who already
feels guilty. So why publish it so that
everyone else can read it? Football is a
team sport, so when a team loses, it is not
because of one person's mistake. I truly
believe you should not have put that
example in the Champion.
A statement like that can hurt a person's ego. Don't condemn Glenwood's
faults, just praise the areas that need to be
praised. If you knew Glenwood Ferebee as
a person and a player you would know that
gesture was not a "premature celebration"
as you put it. but that it was a style of football that Glenwood uses. He is a true athlete and a great guy.
Remember, we all have fallen short of
the glory of God. We all owe Glenwood an
apology because, like Coach Sam
Rutigliano stated: "No one play wins or
loses a game."
A Question for you, Matt Keenan — If
Glenwood Ferebee would have caught that
pass, would he still have been the highlight of your article?
— Sheri Johnson
Senior

—•—••
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Detectives misuse DNA in
illegal investigative tactics
:

BY MIKE DETMSR

Champion Editorialist
In Chevelry, Md„ a recent rape and murder at a local hospital became the source of
a controversy that is not only sweeping the
state, but Is also stirring up debate across
the nation. City police are taking•'•DNA samples from anyone associated with the crime,
even voluntary non-suspects.
Despite the fact that it is illegal to have
anyone besides the suspects genetically
screened, the investigators insisted on testing innocent by-standers.
This invasion of privacy via DNA testing is
referred to as a "Genetic Dragnet" No
doubt, this method of detective work is efficient and reliable, not to mention costeffective. However, the efficiency of this procedure is not in question.
The citizens of Chevelry are in an uproar
because of the questionable tactics of the
investigators. According to an article in USA
Today, in order to obtain the "voluntary"
sample, investigators have been known to
use rather heavy handed and mildly unconstitutional force. In other words, if innocent
people refused to give their DNA, then they
would become immediate suspects
The article went on to say that investigators tend to require, rather than request DNA
samples. Because they are authority figures,
the detectives are rarely denied.
Hot blooded alarmists term genetic screening as a weapon of oppression for a tyrannical

police state. However, most citizens are protesting the procedure for less extreme reasons.
They believe that if the police chiefs and
investigators are allowed to overstep constitutional boundaries 1n these cases, then
there is nothing to stop them from breaking
the law whenever they deem it necessary or
convenient. If policemen do not uphold the
constitution, then what right do they have to
Imprison crtmixials v*V»en they a r e breaking*
the law themselves?
In an equally realistic scenario, mandatory i
genetic screening may ride the slippery slope
Wjob discrimination. Tremendous leaps in
gene code literacy may spawn employer prejudice based on odds of their employee contracting medical conditions foretold by the
Deoxyribonucleic (DNA) crystal ball.
This form of investigation is a deterrent
for the prosecution of criminals. However,
the genetic dragnet can only perforin its
potential if it is properly wielded, lest it
becomes a tool for indiscriminate oppression. This misuse will also result in the
breakdown of law enforcement's sense of
responsibility to its constituency.
The time has come for the government to
regulate DNA testing. Ideally, legislation
addressing genetic testing will further define
the boundaries of law enforcement's right to
obtain samples from potential suspects.
It would also ensure that results of DNA
tests would remain out of the market place
and FBI files, and in the hands of those who
genuinely seek genetic privacy.

How do you punish a president?
B Y J O H N FERGUSON

Champion Editorialist
Sometimes the truth hurts.
However, not since 1974 has the truth
hurt this nation so much. As America
learns about the devious actions of
the current occupants at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue, sadness strikes
the heart of America.
The current executive scandal is
undoubtedly painful. It is one that
threatens not only to break America's
heart, but also her back. With 11
impeachable offenses presented on
this scandal alone, and more to come,
wrong doing is obvious.
The question that remains in the
hands of 37 distinguished men and
women of Congress is one of punishment. For the third time in the history of this country, Congress has to
discipline the president of the United
States for bad behavior.
When President Clinton was a
child, he was simply sent to the corner
or spanked, but now things are not so
simple. The board must decide
whether to censure or impeach him.
Every disobedience deserves an appropriate punishment and it is clear that
impeachment is the best option.
There is no way around it. If the
president does not resign, he must be
impeached and removed from office.
Anything less would be injustice to the
people that those legislators represent.
Some legislatures, including Sen.
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, have pondered
the punishment of a Congressional

Censure. The Censure would basically amount to an excessive fine and
reprimand. A slap on the hand, and,
"Please don't do it again!"
The president has apologized, but
true apologies are followed by accepting responsibility for one's actions.
Something he has never done publicly. Clinton seems to be a believer of
degrees of sin. Remember his inability to inhale? Now. he seems to be
unable to control his flesh. Sorry, Mr.
President, sin is sin. with or without
the addiction.
The president's defenders call for
forgiveness for the president. America
must forgive him, but forgiveness does
not come without punishment.
Impeachment is inevitable.
The president has committed 11
impeachable offenses, which include:
obstruction of justice and perjury. The
Clinton defense team has said that the
president did not lie or commit perjury, but perjury is proven by intent.
Former
Justice
Department
Investigator and attorney Michael
Moroney said to the Washington
Times, "Perjury is normally the hardest thing in the world to prove
because you have to show intent. But
in this case, he's admitted an intent
to deceive."
On Aug. 17, the president told the
grand jury he, "certainly did not want"
his relationship with White House
Intern Monica Lewinsky "to come out,
if I could help it ... I knew it was
wrong." Also, remember his strong
assertion earlier this year that he. "did

not have relations with that woman —
Miss Lewinsky!"
Perjury is also the breaking of an
oath. Upon taking office, Clinton
pledged to history, America, and to
God that he, "will faithfully execute the
Office of the President of the United
States, and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect and defend the
Constitution of the United States."
Violating the Constitution by
breaking the law does not constitute
preservation, protection, or defense. A
mere censure of this criminal behavior
does not enforce the president's oath
either.
House Republican Majority Whip
Tom DeLay told the Christian
Coalition this past weekend in
Washington D.C, 'There is no censure in the Constitution. Only
impeach or not impeach!"
If justice is to be served, punishment must come quickly without
regard for title. There must be no'
double-standard for government officials. "Joe Q. Citizen can't apologize.
Joe Q. Citizen isn't censured. Joe Q.
Citizen is prosecuted. "An America
with two legal standards is an
America with no legal standards,"
said
Democratic
Representative
James Traficant.
For the sake of liberty, justice and
principle, Clinton must face impeachment.
Supreme
Court
Justice
Clarence Thomas said that, "Life without principle is not worth living."
Liberty without justice cannot survive. Impeachment is inevitable.
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LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT (below) - Bobby Child, played by Larry Cox, is dazzeled by his
reluctant rescuer, Polly Baker, played by Lisa Peterson. The bedraggled but optimistic Cox
believes that things are definitely looking up. "I'VE GOT RHYTHM" (center) - The local
townspeople put on their dancin' shoes to perform a show that could save the local theater.
"Crazy For You" was filled with musical numbers such as this one, exhibiting both skill and
personality.

J

J

HAPPY FEET (above) - Cox and Peterson do a little jig to the melody of love. A REAL KNOCKOUT
(right) - Peterson charms these local cowboys right
off their feet in this musical number that enchanted
even the most staid audience members.

Ttu
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TARYN
BLAKE

So there you
are; if you
were unaware

S

o there I was, sitting in
my favorite chair, in
front of the TV, a daily
coveted position, when who
Should appear on Music
Television b u t InSync.
If you are less than familiar
with "Top 40" s t y l e ' pop
music* their musical style is
best described as "a rip-off
version of the '80s phenomenon New Kids on the Block."
Sadly enough, they possess
merely half the talent.
So there 1 was, about to rescue my ears from the torture
of another poorly written pop
love sorig, when to my great
surprise, I noticed something
rather interesting:.
A close-up
of
InSync
revealed, in one of the guy's
tightly clasped fist, a microphone and on bis wrist, a
W.W.J.D.?
bracelet.
The
bracelet, not the microphone,
was the surprise.
If you are less then aware of
the musical history of InSync,
these are the same boys who
sing "When the lights go out"
a n d other similarly horrid
songs.
So there I was, In my own
living room, sitting in my
most favorite chair, and my
values were being questioned,
I was trying to determine
whether it is more wrong for
someone to promote two
opposing ideas or not promote anything a t all.
If you are less t h a n familiar
with the initials "W.w.J.D,,"
they stand for "What would
Jesus do?" which is most certainly a valid question, .":<•
Another
valid
question
might be: what is the value of
asking a question when you
don't ^realty care about the
answer?
So here 1 am, wondering,
why a s k what J e s u s would do
if y o u were going to do what
you wanted to anyway?
Somehow it seems a rather
foolish waste of time, rather
hypocritical,
"But
be doers of the word, and not
hearers only, deceiving yourselves;" (James 1:22),
If you are riot aware, a s
Christians, we have a n obligation to honesty and truth.
J e s u s Christ is truth, (John,
14:6).
"Therefore, [lay] aside all
malice, all deceit, hypocracy,
envy, and all evil speaking..."
(I Peter 2:1).
Lying Is not the only opposition to t r u t h . Deception
comes
in m a n y
forms.
Pretense falls very heavily
under that category.
It may seem great to put
your best "face" forward, but
how many faces does one
have?
Generally, there are two
types of people, those who
hide behind
m a s k s for
expression, and those

who
utilize their true "face" to
make necessary expressions.
If we do not take honest
assessment of our actions, we
deceive not only ourselves,
but are attempting, either
actively or passively, to
deceive others,
If we are not able to admit
our faults, we are masked.
Masks do not eliminate truth,
they distort it.
The only way to learn proper methods of showing "face"
is through accountability.
If you are not aware of your
accountability, you wiil not
be honest or truthful.
YQVJ will continue to mask
what you will, when you will,
at the expense of self and
others.
Honesty does not have to be
a callous relaying of facts, it
Is more usefully the careful
display of truth in all matters
of consequence.
So, here you are... contemplating the purpose of this
dissertation.
If you are not aware...
interpretation is In your
hands*

erfc
Local towns provide exciting opportunities
for student travel
^ • o p - q u i z : name one of the seven wonders of the world that is less than an
• g P i o u r away from Lynchburg. Okay time's up. Do you know the answer?
^
Believe It or not, Lynchburg and the surrounding area is home to many
beautiful and historical places that don't cost much in gas or money. The Peaks
of Otter, Appomattox, Charlottesville, and Washington D.C. are all within a couple of hours' drive from LU. With fall break just around the corner, now would
be the perfect opportunity to explore the world beyond the guard shack.

The Blue Ridge Parkway
by Marianne Gillespie
The Blue Ridge Parkway encompasses approximately 20,000 square miles and
contains part of the Appalachian Mountain Range. This motor road is a popular
drive for both those in Virginia and North Carolina. Drivers can enjoy the scenery
of changing leaves or flowers in bloom, depending on the season.
Many other attractions also lie along the Blue Ridge Parkway. The Natural
Bridge is one such attraction, located on U.S. 11. This beautiful rock formation
was discovered by the Monacan Indians while under pursuit from enemy tribes.
The bridge itself is 90 feet long and contains 450,000 cubic feet of rock. If its
weight could be measured, engineers believe it would weigh about 36,000 tons.
For $4, college-age visitors can walk past the bridge on the Cedar Creek Trail,
which winds along a picturesque stream and ends in the Lace Waterfalls. Swans,
rainbow trout, heron, deer and other wildlife are also common sites in this rustic area.
For those who like the sunset, the Drama of Creation light and sound show at
dusk depicts the biblical story of creation in a unique way.
Just down the Parkway from the Natural Bridge lies one of the most popular
hiking trails in the Appalachian Mountains. The Peaks of Otter, made up of
Harkening Hill (elevation 3,364 feet) and twin peaks Flat Top (elevation 4,004
feet) and Sharp Top (elevation 3,875 feet), is located at the intersection of Hwy
43 and Bedford.
Native Americans and European settlers first visited the peaks, building the
first inn in 1834. The stream of visitors has flowed steadily since that time.
For the hiker, six trails provide a range of challenges to every person interested in a little exercise. The trails will strengthen endurance, as well as provide a
scenic view.
Others can enjoy a picnic at the foot of the mountains or lunch at the nearby
Peaks of Otter Lodge. Junior Debbie Smith remembers her visit to the Lodge.
"I remember looking out the huge glass windows overlooking Abbott Lake and
seeing the fog roll over the lake," she said.
The peaks also offer fishing and camping for those interested in these activities.

Charlottesville
by Hannah Ladwig
Charlottesville is a town filled with history and beauty. This Virginia town is
SHAWN ELDRIDGE
especially beautiful during mid-October, which is the peak time for catching the
leaves as they change colors, said Julia Scott, the public relations marketing Places to go, things to do — (top) The Natural Bridge is another of Virginia's breathtaking
assistant from the Virginia Tourism Center.
natural landmarks. (Bottom) The Capitol Building, only three hours from Lynchburg, symbolAccording to Scott, all of Charlottesville is filled with trees, but the best place
izes the more urban side of American history.
to appreciate autumn is at Thomas Jefferson's mansion, Monticello.
"Many people visit Monticello just during the leaf-viewing season because it is
where Confederate General Robert E. Lee surrendered to Union General Ulysses S. Grant,
on a mountaintop," she said. "The leaves are absolutely beautiful."
ending the Civil War.
Junior Kimberfy Crowder visited Charlottesville with her boyfriend Michael Sonnebom
Freshman Matt Doubler visited the Courthouse this past spring while visiting LU during
recently.
College for a Weekend.
"We went a lot last semester too, because it is so romantic," she said. "They have lights on
"It was interesting just being there and seeing in real life the stuff we had been going over
all the trees like it was Christmas time."
in history class," Doubler said.
Scott said the city of Charlottesville has closed off certain streets of the city to create a mall,
Doubler also traveled a section of the nine-mile history hike in Appomattox. This hike is
which consists of a variety of small, outdoor shops in the downtown area.
part of a longer trip called "Lee's Retreat," where visitors can walk from the site of the last
"We just walked around together and looked at all the little shops," Crowder remembered.
major Civil War battle, Sailor's Creek, to Appomattox.
"There were clothes shops, candy stores, coffee shops (and) boutiques, all outside."
"I wanted to do it all, but nine miles is pretty long," Doubler said.
Crowder said she just liked to get out for a day to walk around, since the town is located
The
Appomattox Courthouse also has guides dressed in period clothing to answer quesonly an hour from Lynchburg.
Charlottesville is also rich in history, as it is the location of Ashlawn-Highland, the home of tions about the site and occasionally reenact the Battle of Sailor's Creek.
"Both towns are really neat places to visit," Scott said. "I would encourage anyone who
President James Monroe.
wants to learn more about Virginia's history or about the history of the South in general to
visit Charlottesville or Appomattox." Tickets to the park cost $2 per person.

Appomattox

by Hannah Ladwig
Only a half hour east on Hwy 460 lies the town of Appomattox, home of the Appomattox
Courthouse National Historic Park.
Appomattox Courthouse is a tiny village that has been preserved as a national park. It
Includes a railroad dating from Civil War times, a Jail, period houses and the McLean House,

SHAWN Ei.uiuix;t

The Days of Old — The Blue Ridge Parkway offers many scenic attractions, such
as this old water wheel.

Washington D.C.
by Tara Williams
Only three hours away, the nation's capital provides more urban entertainment.
Museums, monuments and restaurants abound for students in search of a reprieve.
History buffs should check out one of the 17 museums that belong to the Smithsonian
Institute. The National Air and Space Museum is one of the most popular and contains
exhibits on the history and development of air and space technology, including the Wright
Brothers' 1903 Flyer and the Apollo 11 Command Module.
Another popular museum is the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. In a series
of moving exhibits, the museum traces the progression of persecution for 6 million Jews who
died at the hands of Hitler's Nazis.
"Visiting the Holocaust Museum is like seeing what the Jews went through without actually experiencing it," said sophomore Angela Seward.
D.C.'s monuments also pay tribute to those who have given their lives for America.
The Washington Monument is a marble obelisk in memory of the nation's first president,
while the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial honors the dead of the Vietnam War.
"You never realize how significant the memorial is until you see it. It will move you to tears
to see thousands of names on a wall, knowing those men gave their lives to ensure your freedom and the freedom of others," said junior Jayme Brown. A limited number of free tickets
are available on a first come, first serve basis.
For the more socially inclined, the Hard Rock Cafe provides good food and fun, as well as
the requisite souvenir t-shirt. Potomac Mills Mall lies just across the river and will delight
even the most frugal shopper.
With several days of free time approaching during fall break, why not take advantage of
these exciting locations just outside the bounds of Liberty University? Most cost only a few
dollars in gas and are easily accessible with the help of a state map. Take a day to explore
and reap the benefits beyond measure. And in case you're wondering about the answer to
the pop quiz, the Natural Bridge is one of the world's seven wonders and is less than one
hour from Lynchburg.
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MARCHIN' TO THE BEAT (right) - The color guard accompanied "The Spirit of
the Mountain", Liberty's marching band during the parade. HEAVE HO (above) The Noah's Ark float.created by the the fifth grade class at Lynchburg Christian
Academy. The float took third place in the parade competition.
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I-AA Ind. Player of the Week

liberty prepares to clash with the
Nationally ranked No. 3 Hampton Pirates
been played at Hampton's
Armstrong Field (11,000). LU
won the first and only meeting by
The Liberty University football a s c o r e 0f 34-30.
team escaped an upset by
Hampton finally broke
"""
l^riPj*
through the win col1
Buccaneers this past
ftl*
umn last
year
Saturday night, and A|»
against the Flames
they now have the T^
by
ruining
pleasure of travel- "
Homecoming '97
ling to play the No. *•*
with a 33-27 over3 ranked team in I- »w«4
time victory.
AA, the Hampton
Liberty will look
Pirates. The Pirates * k Pirates /y to play the roll of
enter this weekend's
the spoiler this year,
game against the Flames
mes ^ 1 £ I V * * as they face Hampton
with a perfect 4-0 record and
for their Homecoming.
a No. 3 national ranking.
"Everthing's In place for us,"
This will mark the sixth meet- LU Head Coach Sam Rutlgllano
ing between the Flames and said. "It's put up or shut up
Pirates, with Liberty holding a 4- time."
1 series advantage. This Is only
Indeed, the Flames will need to
the second meeting between the have all phases of their gametwo schools that the game has plan worked out before travelling
BY MATT KKF.NAN

Sports Editor

M*rf(teM»o

THE KICK IS UP... — Senior pfacekicker Phillip Harrelson
Vyas named Player of the Week for l-AA Independent players.

Read the Champion!

to Hampton. While Liberty was
sweating bullets at home against
Charleston Southern, Hampton
was enjoying a week off to prepare for the Flames.
The Pirates
are led
defense
that boasts
the No. 1
rushing
defense In
the country and
No.
41
overall.
LU sophomore quarterback
Christian Newsome will try and
expose a weak pass defense from
Hampton which only ranks No.
62. Meanwhile, Newsome has
quietly led the Flames offense to
a No. 32 ranking in passing
offense, but LU will have to cut

down on Its 10 turnovers that it
has already accumulated in the
first four games.
"We've got to learn from all our
mistakes in the past four
games," sophomore
strong safety Anthony
Grant said. "When we
go down to Hampton,
we've got to come for
real."
Rutlgllano and his
team feel pretty confident
about
their
chances this weekend.
'When we go down to
Hampton and beat them this
weekend, you can forget about
the Gallup Poll," Rutlgllano said.
"We will position ourselves back
to where we were on Sept. 4."
On Sept. 4, LU started the season off in the Top 25, somewhere
the Flames hope to stand again.

IBERTY

}

»\

Gaetano s
Italian-American Cafe

NFLG

CLEAN LUBE
SERVICE CENTER

BY TARANT JUDGE

'Drew Bledsoe threw his first
interception this season, but
helped overcome
special
Washington 10 Dallas 3 1
teams disasters with pinpoint
In a showdown in the hoe- passing on New England's
down, the Dallas Cowboys wlnhlg drive as the Patriots
lasoed Washington Indian beat the Saints 30-27.
with a win, while two cowboy
horses ran all over and N.Y. Giants 3 Tampa Bay 20
through the W ^ i l :
unn and Mike
defense. Emlti Sptfffpn
3toed for 171 yards
for 119 yardsyy*lie Ci
ng '•'dip' help the
Warren Joined tl&partyj
nnens overcome the
104 yards rust
tn
he'^lBdrit were held
ond half perfof Mice:
igh?Tfrst downs the
entire game;
Champion Reporter

Rookie Tim Dwlght from the
University of Iowa returned
the opening klckoff 93 yards
for a touchdown to set the
tone. The Falcons completed
a season sweep of Carolina
and moved Into a three way
Oe with San Franct
New Orleans for first
the NFC "West.

Oakland 23 Arizona 20
Charles Woodson and the
Oakland defense stepped up
to spark the Raiders in'.'hold*-'
lng the Cardinals to only 49
yards rushing. Too bad Jeff
George
and
Napolean
$ did not finish the
e to injuries.

r 41 Philadelphia 16
Bubby does it again for
The bears clawed o;
less Broncos, this
the Lionsin the final
the help of Terrell
Sanders thought he
s Georgia graduate
in winning. Too bad Kramer has run through the NFC
and the Bears offence said he East defense in the past three
needs help on defense first. games by averaging 200 yards
The Bears' defense held by the third quater. This time
Sanders to 28 yards on 14 he ran over an eagle on his
carries.
way to another MVP season.
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10 Minute Oil Change
Wednesday Student/Faculty Day $3 Off
• 18 p o i n t I n s p e c t i o n
• Transmission Service
• Tire Rotation
• No A p p o i n t m e n t N e c e s s a r y
• A u t o m a t i c S o f t C l o t h Car Wash

OFF

OFF
Full Service
Oil Change

Exterior Automatic
Car Wash

Not Good with Any Other Offer
expires 1 0 , 2 7 , 9 8 5 Quart Limit

THE
LIBERTY
SPECIAL!!! U~±

Not Good with Any Other Offer

(student's, faculty,& staff)

^

^k/hW^

1C"

D I 7 7 A

HAHD TOSSED

JL19

•

WITH ONE TOPPINO

1 mm mm M%

i.eo

TOTAL OF

ADDITIONAL T0PPIN08...81.00IACN
BOOK A PIZZA PARTY IN OUR UPPER ROOM WITH
FAMILY C FRIENDS DURIN0 SUPER CONFERENCE.
' (OPEN TIL MIDMQHT OUHINO SUPER CONFERENCE)

expires 10,27/98

237-5500
ill

OPEN: MON. - FRI. 8-6
SAT. 8 - 5

8503 Timber lake Road

237 - 5771

*

WARDS ROAD ACROSS FROM AIRPORT
M0M»8AT 11AM-10PM SUN NQDN-9PM
TEL: (804) 237-5550

Welcome *7a

NEW DOUBLE DRAGON
<famese FwtJ £atto&Tafce Out
8800B TIMBERLAKE RD. LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
(TIMBROOK SQUARE) - BESIDE BIG LOTS

Miami fl New York Jeto 2Q
The fish fry In New York
turned Into more than a cuppie of fish on the Barby. The
Jets' offence led by Curtis
Martin turned the Miami
defense into party with chips
and dip with a little Marino
sauce to spice things all up.
The Jets defense held the
Miami offense to 218 total
yards in the entire game.

San Pfaago 14 Indlanpolls 17
Pay ton Manning shows Ryan
Leaf why he was chosen number one, by passing for 12-23
for 160 yards in a victory.
While Leaf continues to have
a nightmare season, this time
in Indy.
San Fransico 21 Bnffalo 26
Steve Young wasn't so young
anymore alter an embarrassment to the Bills,

eomt AU voo <M SAT
7 C7AVS A WttK
LUNCH

DINNER

SUNDAY

$4.95

$6.95

$5.95

LU Discount of 10% at all times with presentation of updated ID.

0% off
WITH A PURCHASE
OF 6 OR MORE BUFFETS (FOR DINING
ONLY).
Bring coupon. Not to be combined with LU discount.

THERE ARE A FEW SPECIAL THINGS THAT WE CAN
REALLY COUNT ON TO HELP US ACCOMPLISH ALLTHAT
WE NEED TO DO. RELIABLE, DEPENDABLE THINGS LIKE
THE TOYOTA COROLLA. OVER THE PAST 30 YEARS,
COROLLA HAS BECOME ONE OF THE MOST TRUSTED
CARS IN THE WORLD. AND NOW IT'S ALL-NEW...WITH
MORE PASSENGER AND TRUNK ROOM, AN ALL-NEW
ALUMINUM ENGINE THAT'S ONLY MORE POWERFUL,
IT'S MORE EC0N0M1CAL...UP TO 38 MILES PER
GALLON HIGHWAY. COROLLA IS SAFER AND
QUIETER, AND BEST OF ALL, IT STARTS
AT A PRICE LOWER THAN LAST
YEAR. MORE CAR...LESS
MONEY. WHAT A
REFRESHING
CHANGE!

TOYOTA

>''

eVonicJaii

1
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Defense ignites victory
bver Buccaneers
— Continued from page 14
backer Jesse Riley said. "People
Just weren't doing their assignments."
Ruttgllano was beside himself
going into the half. "I was very
uncharacteristic at halftlme,"
RutigUano said. "There weren't
any obscenities, but I was outraged. Halftlme was a reality
check and I think they needed to
Ijfear someone."
r
-The Flames' defense must
have heard its coach loud and
clear. After a scoreless third
quarter, LU's Sammie Choice
made the first of many big plays
for the defense in the second half
when he picked off CSU's Combs
early In the fourth quarter.
Choice picked up 22 yards on
the return to CSU's 31 -yard line,
setUng up Liberty's third score.
Christian Newsome led the
scoring drive highlighted by a
13- yard hook pass to Rashaan

Travis who took the ball down to
the four yard line. Junior Walt
Helig (37-yards, 7 carries) didn't
waste any time scoring from four
yards out on first and goal.
Liberty's intUal attempt at the
two point conversion failed, but
Charleston Southern was called
offsides giving LU another
chance.
Helig followed his score with
the two-point run pulling the
Flames within three at 21-18
with 10:43 left in the game.
CSU's penalty would prove to be
very crucial.
With 6:34 remaining, Liberty
had a chance to capitalize on
CSU's errors when they started
from their own 27. Three plays
later, Newsome was intercepted
deep down the field by Marcus
Ltttlejohn. All CSU would need to
now was hold on to the ball and
run the clock out.
"Football Is a comedy of
errors," Rutigliano said. "The

longer I'm in this game the more
I think I should have listened to
my mom and been a doctor."
As the fans started to head for
the exit gates, the defense came
up with yet another turnover
with Choice forcing Peake to lose
the ball and Torrey Rush came
up with it.
T h e defense did what it had to
do to get us the ball back,"
RuUgliano said. "IVe been looking
for something to ignite this football
team and get them excited."
Harrelson split the uprights as
Ume expired in regulaUon from 20
yards out to send the game Into
overtime.
Liberty lost the toss which
meant they would have to try and
score first. The Flames wasted no
Ume getting Into the end zone
using only four plays before
Nobles made the great leap.
LU will now travel to Hampton
next week to face the Hampton
Pirates for their Homecoming.

POLLY HUKTOON

UNTOUCHABLE— Running back Stacey Nobles rumbles past Charleston Southern defenders in the.
Homecoming game. Nobles rushed for 115 yards in Liberty's overtime victory over the Buccanneers.

Lady Flames tie it up
twice in action last week
— Continued from page 14

SHAWN ELDRIDGE

MAKING STRIDES — The Lady Flames soccer team has been
making great strides lately tying High Point and Lenoir-Rhyne. Liberty
will face South Alabama on Thursday at 3 p.m and meet UNCWrtmington on Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

as the time expired.
LU goalkeeper Addy Allen kept
the Flames alive with crucial
saves midway through the first
overtime period. The Panthers
defense prevented Liberty from
getting any shots on the goal in
the first OT. The Flames had a
legitimate scoring chance late in
the period when Cheryl Williams
had a break-away but was blatantly fouled by High Point
Forward Laura Lamb.
Lamb
recieved a yellow card on the
play. The game remained scoreless at the end of the first OT.
The Panthers started the 2nd
OT with a fury of shots fired at
LU goalie Allen, b u t Liberty
weathered the storm by turning
back the High Point offense.
The Flames tried to net the game
winner at the 110th minute with

VoIleybaE on top of Big South
with tiVo conference wins

shots on goal from Williams and
Nancy Davis but the Panthers
held again.
The Panthers flirted with victory again as Melissa Whitney's
shot hit the LU goal post again.
It seemed as If fate was on the
Lady Flames side at this point,
but neither team could get a
makable shot on goal and the
game ended at a 0-0 tie.
Liberty coach J a m e s Price
shared his thoughts on the
game, T h e offense is not playing
to its potential right now. We
are almost there, we Just need to
put the ball In the net."
The coach was understandibly
happy about his teams defensive
performance, "Defense had been
our problem but It was the opposite today. We are playing well
enough, b u t we need a killer
instinct to beat the Big South
teams."

B Y BRIAN W O O L P O R P

Asst Sports Editor
Liberty University's volleyball
team got off to quick start in Big
South Conference action this
past week. Liberty opened up
the conference season with two
Impressive
victories
over
Wlnthrop and UNC-Ashevllle,
The defending Big South
champions Improved their
record to 8-8 overall and 2-0 In
the Big South.
In i t s conference opener.
Liberty's offense was sparked
by the return of Kyrle Dorn.
Dorn contributed with 15
kills after missing two games
because of an injury. Junior
Anthonia Akpama led all players with 19 kills against
Wlnthrop.
After splitting the first two
games with the Eagles, Liberty

stormed ahead to win the next
two games and the match.
The Lady Flames drajrnatlcally came from behind to capture
their second Big South conference win in a s many days.
Liberty trailed 8-2 in the fifth
set against UNCA before charging back for a 15-13 victory.
Kyrle Dorn continued her
grand return to the team by
tallying 21 kills. Freshman
Jessica Wilson capped off a
solid week by adding 10 kills.
UNC-Asheville Head coach
Julie Torbett compllriiented the
Lady Flames on their efforts.
"Liberty is the defending
conference champion and we
Just couldn't quite do it in the
fifth game," Torbett said. "We
didn't give it to them; ihey
earned it."
LU will stay on the road for
three games this week.
•

eOfHE WIKE YOUR
•f

HiU* BREAK
COUHT FOR GOD
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PIGSKIN PROGNOSTICATORS
Here we go! — This week is
the first installment of "Pigskin
Prognosticators." If you would
like to be a future guest prognosticator then e-mail the
Sports Editor at: makeenan
Oliberty.edu. Send in your
requests to be a guest prognostics today. Our guest this
week is Mike Bailey from
Bennington, Vt. Mike is a freshman majoring in communica
tions.

"TIST SES

Matt Keenan

Tarartt Judge

Doug Stewart

Mike Bailey

Sports Ed.

Writer

Writer

Guest

W-L Pet.
0-0 .000

Your Neighborhood Food Market

www.harristeeter.com

W-L
0-0

W-L
0-0

Pet.
.000

W-L
0-0

Pet.
.000

Chicken
mmettes

Pet.
.000

College

Nebraska @ Texas A&M
Tennessee @ Georgia
Florida St. @ Miami
California & USC
UCLA @ Arizona
Hofstra @ Connecticut
Delaware @ William & Mary
Liberty @ Hampton

Nebraska
Georgia
Florida St.
USC
Arizona
Connecticut
Delaware
Liberty

Nebraska

Tennessee
Florida St.

USC
UCLA
Hofstra
William & Mary

Liberty

Nebraska
Tennessee
Florida St.
USC
Arizona
Hofstra
Delaware
Hampton

Nebraska
Georgia
Florida St.
California
UCLA

Connecticut
Delaware
Liberty

NFL

NFL
Tennessee @ Baltimore
Pittsburgh @ Cincinnati
Carolina @ Dallas
Buffalo @ Indianapolis
San Francisco @ New Orleans
Kansas City ® New England
Washington @ Philadelphia
Chicago @ Arizona
San Diego @ Oakland
Denver @ Seattle
N.Y. Jets @ St. Louis
Atlanta @ N.Y. Giants
Miami ©Jacksonville

Tennessee

Tennessee

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh
Dallas
Buffalo
San Francisco
New England
Washington
Chicago
Oakland
Seattle
St. Louis
Atlanta
Jacksonville

Dallas
Buffalo
San Francisco

New England
Philadelphia
Arizona
Oakland
Seattle
NiYJets
N.Y. Giants
Miami

Tennessee
Pittsburgh
Carolina
Buffalo
San Francisco
Kansas City
Philadelphia
Arizona
Oakland
Denver
N.Y. Jets
N.Y. Giants
Jacksonville

Tennessee
Pittsburgh
Carolina
Buffalo
San Francisco
New England
Philadelphia
Chicago

1/2 gallon Highland Crest

Ice Cream]

Oakland
Denver

N.Y. Jets
N.Y. Giants
Miami

USA Today/ESPN | |I-AA Don Hansen
Weekly Gazette

AP Top 25
1. Ohio St.
2. N e b r a s k a
3 . UCLA
4. T e n n e s s e e
5. K a n s a s St.
6. Florida
7. Georgia
8. Florida St.
9. Virginia
10. Arizona
11. LSU
12. Wisconsin
13. P e n n St.
14. Colorado
15. Oregon
16. West
Virginia

mrnnwmnrm

DONT
FORGET
TO GET YOUR
TURKEY
COUPON

12 piece

College

J
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18. Texas
A&M
19. USC
20. Arkansas
2 1 . Missouri
2 2 . Notre
Dame
2 3 N.C. State
24 Syracuse
25 Tulane

1. Ohio St.
2. N e b r a s k a
3 . UCLA
4. K a n s a s St.
5. T e n n e s s e e
6. Florida
7. Georgia
8. Virginia
9. Florida St.
10. Wisconsin
11. Arizona
12. LSU
13. P e n n St.
14. Colorado
15. Virginia
Tech
16. Oregon
17. West
Virginia

Tech

1. McNeese St
2. Georgia
Southern
3. Hampton
4. App. State
5. Florida
A&M
6. Delaware
7. W. Illinois
8. E.Kentucky
9. F u r m a n
10. S o u t h e r n
11. Northwest.
St.
12. Youngstown S t a t e
13. Maine
14. Weber St.
15. MurraySt.

18. Texas
A&M
19. A r k a n s a s
2 0 . USC
2 1 . Missouri
22 Notre
Dame
2 3 N.C. State
24 Syracuse
2 5 Tulane

16. Lehigh
17. UMass
18. Western
Kentucky
19. William &
Mary
2 0 . Cal S t a t e
Northridge
2 1 . Hofstra
2 2 . Villanova
23. Montana
2 4 . Troy State
2 5 . UConn
BOLD LU
OPPONENTS

on two

Read trie

BACKYARD
V3riW

CriaivipioN

JXE

Macaroni &
Cheese

srMaM

6 OB.

[Quaker Maid
Sandwich

Fresh Salmon Fillet
^
Fresh catch, lightly seasoned and grilled or
blackened "New Orleans Style" served with
fresh vegetables & choice of side.
Reg.

body, SOUL

w

$12.95

This Week $ 1 0 . 9 5 A

5704 Seminole Ave.
Just off the Expressway Across from River Ridge Mall

aNd NjiNd

8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

14 oz. Kraft D e l u x e

This Week's Featured Special
^

For ijOijr

Business Hours:

aamm
Or 12 ox.
Velveeta
Shells &
t Cheese

W
^

ASK ABOUT OUR BACKYARD BUNDLE
237-6208 * Feeds 6 0 TO GO

Rates:
Open/Commercial
$3.67 - 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

(804) 582-2128

C I.ASSII I I I ) Al>\ I K I ISINt. IS I ' k l l ' A I I )

$1,250 FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
groups doing it, now it's your turn. One
week is all it takes. NO gimmicks, NO
tricks, NO obligation. Call for information today. 1-800-932-0528 x65
I N T E R N E T SALES
INTERNSHIPS
EARN $$$ & GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling
internet and yellow page advertising in
your University's Campus Telephone
Directory. Flexible hours! Excellent
a d v e r t i s i n g / s a l e s / P . R . RESUME
BOOSTER. Call College Directory
Publishing: 800-466-2221 X288.Visit
our site at bttp://www.campusdirectory.com
Help wanted - part-time, 10am3pm/2pm-5pm, or full-time. Interested
in bicycles or fitness background.
Bikes Unlimited - stop by in-person.

Hot, Lean or
roissant Pockets

Delicious
Apples

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

Washington State

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.75 - 1st 15 words
18(£ each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

9-115 oa.

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

50(8
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols to choose
Stars: * • •
Checks: • • •

Telemarketers needed, excellent
wages. Plan your own schedule, min. 3
days, $6.00 per hr., 4 days, $6.50 per
hr. Transportation available, van
leaves DeMoss bid., 5:10 daily. Great
hours for students. Mon.-Fri., 5:30 to 9
p.m., Sat., 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 5821583 or 582-1587

One bedroom apartment - furnished
private entrance, water & sewer fur
rushed. $265/month - 239-3338
One bedroom duplex - living room,
kitchen, one bath. $295 / month - 2343338
Newly redecorated one bedroom
apartment - heat, water, sewer furnished. $345/month - 239-3338

Foreign students-visitors. DV-2000
Greencard Program available. (818)
998-4425
& ' (818) 882-9681.
Applications close Oct. 19.

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: • • • • • •
Arrows: > • » •

S p r l n g B r e a k ' 9 9
Cancun*Nassau*Jamaica*Mazatlan*
A c a p u l c o * B a h a m a s
Cruise*l;lorida*South Padre Travel
Tree arid moke lots of cash! Top reps
are offered full-time staff jobs. Lowest
price Guaranteed. Cal) now for details!
www.classUavel.com 800/838-6411
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK...
'TAKE "2" 2 FREE TRIPS ON ONLY
15 SALES and... liarn $$$$. Jamaica,
C'ancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre!
Lowest Prices! l'ree Meals. """Limited
Offer**. 1-800-426-7710 / www.sunspla.slUouis.com
SPRINGBREAK Cancun, Florida,
lite. Best Hotels, Prices, Book Early
and Save!! Lain Money + l;ree Trips!
Campus Reps/Organizations Wanted
Inter Campus Programs 1-800-32760] * www.iepl.eom

XO pk Hi-C

Fruit Drinks

2 liter

Coke or Coca-Cola

With
VIC
W i t h VIC Card

Card

Prices Effective Through October 13,1995
BUY IT
FIND IT

Prion In This Ad Ef factive Wednesday. October 7 Through October 13, » 9 « m Our lyr»chbuig Area stores only.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold l b Dealers. VVe <31«dh/Accept Federal Food Stamps.
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liberty wins overtime thriller
Flames escape
Homecoming upset with
28-21 OT win over CSU
B Y M A T T KEENAN

Sports Editor
The Liberty Flames (2-2) battled back from an 11 -point halftime deficit to win an overtime
thriller
over
the
visiting
Charleston So. Buccaneers (1-4)
at
Williams
Stadium
on
Saturday night. The overtime
win marks the first win in OT
ever for Liberty, who was heavily
favored to win its Homecoming
matchup with the Bucs.
"It wasn't exactly a Picasso,
but it was a win," Head Coach
Sam Rutigliano said. "We've got
to give them (CSU) credit
because they were ready to play.
We made the plays when we had
to make them."
Liberty's Junior fullback Stacy
Nobles provided the Flames with
the winning score in overtime
when he leaped a pile of defenders from one-yard out. Nobles
finished the evening with 115
yards rushing on 28 carries.
"We definitely overlooked these
guys," Nobles said. "We thought
we could Just come out here and
walk through them."
Early on and throughout the
first half it looked as if
Charleston Southern was going
to pull off a mammoth upset and
beat Liberty for the first time
ever.
The Buccaneers received the
first break of the game in the
first quarter when Booker Peake
fumbled the ball into the end
zone, but recovered it for an
early 7-0 CSU lead. The touchdown wasn't acknowledged until
after much discussion amongst
the referees who reversed their
decision three times on who had
actually gained possession of the

fumble. But after the dust settled, it was the Bucs with an
early lead.
The Flames battled right back
and answered the Bucs with a
10-play 57-yard drive capped
with Nobles running the ball In
from two yards out. The touchdown marked the first of two on
the night for Nobles who now
leads LU with five touchdowns
for the season.
All season long, the Flames
defense had trouble stopping the
option and Saturday was no different. CSU quarterback Brooks
Combs highlighted an 80-yard
drive with a 48-yard run to set
up the Bucs' go ahead TD with
10:31 remaining in the second
quarter giving CSU a 14-7 lead.
The Bucs Just wouldn't go away.
Combs rushed for 93 yards on
11 carries to contribute to CSU's
ground game which racked up
248 rushing yards on the night
as a team.
LU's Phillip Harrelson brought
the Flames back to within four
when he chipped In a 28 yard
field goal with 9:15 remaining in
the half.
It looked as If CSU's lead
wduld hold at 14-10 going intb
the half. With 16 seconds
remaining in the second quarter,
CSU's Combs found the Liberty
defense napping. He hooked up
with Ande Goldsmith on a 76yard touchdown pass to stun
and take the life out of the
12,623 fans who showed up for
Homecoming. Liberty found
itself trailing the Bucs 21-10 at
the half.
"We had to stop giving them
the big plays," LU senior line— please see DEFENSE pagel2

MATT KEENAN

Top 5 'hits'
from 1998
As the 1998 Major League
Baseball Playoffs convene
through the month of October, I
would Just like to take this time
to reflect on perhaps the greatest season In baseball history.
Following Is a list of what I
think are the most memorable
moments from an insurmountable season. What happened
this past year was something
that well probably never see
agstla in our lifetimes and also
placed baseball back on top of
the sports world as "America's
Greatest Pastime."
#1: Mark McGwire's 62nd
homerun. The 37-year chase of
Roger Maris' 61 homeruns
finally came to an end this year.
I believe that McGwire's 62nd
homerun is the one thing that
will always be remembered
from the 1998 season. It's Just
one of those things that you'll
always remember where you
were when he hit, much, like
' our parents could remember
what they were doing when it
was annouced that President
Kennedy had been shot Do you,
remember where

MATT H J EH BO

SHUFFLING WAY TO VICTORY — Liberty sophomore quarterback Christian Newsome shuffled and
guided the Flames to a 28-21 come-from-behind victory over Charleston Southern this past Saturday
night. Newsome finished the night with 272 yards passing, completing 17 of his 30 pass attempts.

South Alabama stymies
Flames once again
players and one from Liberty.
After falling behind 1-0 in the
first half. Liberty struck back
with a goal from Jason Streets.
Streets
substituted for the
team's leading scorer Gary
Rlcketts. The confident freshman scored his third goal of the

B Y BRIAN WOOLFORD

Asst. Sports Editor
South Alabama (6-5, 2-1 Big
South Conference) continued to
mystify Liberty's men's soccer
team. The Jaguars edged out a
2-1 victory in overtime to defeat
the Flames (5-5, 1-2) on
Saturday.
South Alabama proved to be
Liberty's nemesis last year by
beating the Flames twice. One of
the victories came in the Big
South tournament (1-0) ended
the successful 1997 season.
The closely contested game
was fueled by very aggressive
play by both teams. The physical
action led to many collisions and
several minor scuffles. In the
heat of battle, the Jaguars' forward Nick Walsh took a strike
with his foot at Liberty defender
Derek Avilez.
South Alabama collected 33
fouls while Liberty notched 15 of
Its own. The officials attempted
to apply some restraints by cautioning four South Alabama

MEN'S SOCCER
So. Alabama 2
Liberty
1
Overtime
season forcing the game into
overtime;
Last season, Streets was the
top ranked goal scorer In the
state of Florida, and he has
shown tremendous skill this
year.
"[Streets] has been delivering
the goods, he has a lot of potential," LU Head Coach Bill Bell
said.
In high school, Streets led

Lakeland Christian High School
to two straight state championships. At Lakeland, Streets
was teamed up with current LU
players Ben Strawbridge and
Jose Gomez. Despite receiving
plenty of playing, Streets has
adapted nicely to the college
game.
"It's a lot quicker and a lot
more physical, but I like it
because It's more of a challenge,"
Streets said.
South Alabama's Carl Schmitt
scored in overtime to break the
tie and give the Jaguars their
third straight victory against the
Flames. Liberty recorded 11
shots on goal, but was not able
to score enough to overcome the
Jaguars.
"It was a lack of mental concentration that cost us the
game," Bell said.
The Flamesi will have time to
regroup before they travel to play
Elon College this Saturday.
Liberty will return home on Oct.
24 to face Charleston Southern
University.

ANDY BARNES

WHERE DID YOU GO? — Liberty's Adam Gill put the ball control
skills on against So. Alabama, but the Jaguars prevailed, 2-1.

Lady Flames show improvement
•

BY DOUU STEWART

Champion Reporter

>*

4

J
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DEUCES ARE WILD - - The Lady Flames worked in pairs this past
week, picking up two consecutive ties with High Point and Lenoir-Rhyne.

Liberty University's women's
soccer team fought long and
hard last week and collected two
ties.
On Saturday, Liberty battled
in a evenly matched duel against
Lenior-Rhyne. The Bears' forward Sheila Murphy scored
early to give Lenoir-Rhyne a 1-0
lead. Senior Christina Popoff
brought the Flames right buck
scoring off a Cheryl Williams'
corner kick. Popoffs first goal of
the season helped the Flames

improve their record to 2-7-2.
At home on Wednesday, the
Lady Flames Soccer team (2-7-1)
played to a 0-0 tie against the
High Point Panthers( 1-8-1).
Both teams exhibited great team
defense throughout the entire
120 minute game. The two
squads were even in scoring
opportunities in the first half,
but the Flames seemed to be the
more aggressive team in the second half.
The Liberty offense began to
execute and they were able to
get some good looks at the goal.
In the 56th minute LU put the

pressure on with several shots
at the goal. However, the
Panthers' goalkeeper Cindy
Watts would not let the ball into
the net.
As the time in the regulation
period began to dwindle, the two
teams desperately tried to put
themselves into scoring opportunities, but both defenses continued to stop their opponents. In
the last minute of regulation, the
intensity grew when High Point
attempted several shots, but the
Flames' defense cleared the ball
— Please see LADY on page 12

you

Were

when McGwire hit the magical
62nd?
All of you know that I don't
totally agree with the means by
Which Big Mac accomplished
this feat, but how could I not
recognize bis 62nd as the most
memorable moment? The guy
was made a national hero right
in front of our eyes, I mean
McGwire has been singled out
as the one person that has revitalized the economy of the city
of S t Louis. By the way, did S t
Louis make the'playoffs?
#2: Sammy Sosa's forever
pursuit of Mark McGwire in
the homerun battle. I always
pull for the underdog If I'm not
routing for my own team, so I
was behind Sosa all the way,
especially after I found out that
he wasn't using a certain
enhancer, but we won't bring
that up. In my opinion, Sosa
should definitely be given the
National League MVP over
McGwire any day. I don't think
anyone can even make an argument for McGwire because his
team is sitting at home watching Sosa and the Cubs on TV.
Besides, Sosa did lead the
homerun chase for all of 103
minutes near the end of the
season. Whenever McGwire
and Sosa were tied in the last
week, McGwire wasn't playing
for anything, but to finish the
season o u t Sosa was Just in the
midst of carrying the Cubbies
on his back into the playofls.
#3: Cal Ripken ending his
Iron Man streak at 2,632 consecutive games played. Ripken
felt that the time was right for
him to end his streak with only
one week to play in the season.
It doesn't surprise me that Cal
felt that the time was right
because he's always been a
player that doesn't like the spotlight on himself. This is one
record that will never be broken
again. Cal will be back again
next season and plans to take
periodical breaks thorughout
the course of next year sitting
10-15 games.
#4: David Wells' perfect game.
What a story this was. Was It
irony or cotocldence'ttiat Wells'
perfect game came in a Yankee
uniform?
#5 Kerry Wood's 20 strikeout
performance.
What do you think were the
Top 5 'hits* of the '98 season?
e-mail me with your Top 5 at:
makeenan@liberty.edu. Be
sure to include your name
and where you're from.

